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PREFACE
This work was first published as "Zanerian Alphabets" in 1895. Since that, edition after edition has been published and sold, indicating a steady demand for a work of this character.
The authors and compilers are instructors in engrossing in the Zanerian College of Penmanship,
Columbus,
Ohio, and in addition conduct an engrossing studio in which many pieces of engrossing are executed. They are also
publishers of THE BUSINESS EDUCATOR, a monthly journal presenting many specimens of engrossing from the
best artists in this country. They are, therefore, in a position to improve each edition by presenting the latest and
best in modern engrossing from the leading artists in the profession.
The object of the work is to properly instruct the beginner, assist the amateur, and furnish inspiring and helpful material which the professi~nal can use in his daily work.
The amount of engrossing done in this country today runs into hundreds of thousands of dollars annually, and
it is rapidly increasing year by year. A large amount of additional work could be secured if there were more
skilled engrossers to secure it.
All whose talents incline toward engrossing will surely make no mistake in mastering
this interesting
and
fascinating profession, for there is much profitable work to be done. A young man with business and engrossing
ability can establish a studio of his own in any large city and make more than he possibly could on a salary.
It is no uncommon thing for skilled engrossers to receive upward of $5.00 an hour for their efforts. The purchasers
are pleased to get the work at the price for the reason there are so few who can execute work of the high standard
that is in demand.
Persons who make the proper use of this book will find it a money maker.

THE PUBLISHERS.

LESSONS IN ROUNDHAND OR ENGROSSERS' SCRIPT
By E. A. LUPFER, Principal Zanerian College of Penmanship
Columbus, Ohio
No other style of script ( excepting business writing for business
purposes) is as practical and beautiful as roundhand.
It has been
used with only slight changes for
three or four hundred years and
the demand for it is increasing. It
is appropriate for many occasions.
Persons desiring anything written
usually select roundhand
for its
beauty, reading qualities and appropriateness.
It will pay you financially to
learn to write roundhand and you
will find it very interesting work. It
will give teachers a higher standing in the eyes of pupils, and a
higher appreciation
of the penman's art. You will become more
interested in penmanship generally

Instructions
The first point which we shall try
to learn is to cut the top and bottom strokes off straight with one
stroke of the pen. No. 1 shows the
form which we wish to make. No. 2
shows the starting point at the up-

and no doubt put more enthusiasm
into your penmanship classes.
Any teacher or person interested
in penmanship can master roundhand by giving it careful study and
practice.
We have tried to make
the work so simple, plain and interesting that any one can learn.
The object has been to reveal the
method of writing.

Supplies You Will Need
Zanerian 6 lb. paper, Zanerian
India Ink or Arnold's Japan Ink.
Zanerian
Fine Writer
and Gillott's 303 Pens. Zanerian Expert
or Excelsior Obilique Penholder adjusted for roundhand.
A brass
edged ruler and a sharp hard pencil. Without good material you

per right hand corner. No. 3 shows
·how the pen is spread apart on
the head line by pressure.
The
right nib of the pen remains stationary while the left nib glides
over in a straight line to the left
side. After the pen is spread apart
we then draw the stroke downward
toward the center of the body, aiming to keep the same thickness as
2

cannot expect the best results.

Position
Position for roundhand is similar
to that taught for business writing.
Sit well back from the desk, leaning forward from the hips with
both elbows evenly on or off the
edge of the desk. Shoulders up.
The hand may turn over on the
side more than in ordinary writing.
By having it over on the side you
get a firm foundation for the hand,
which is necessary in slow writing
such as roundhand.
Hold the pen
in such a position that it slants in
the same direction as the shade
which you are making.
See below
in illustration No. 5.

in 4 and 5. No. 5 shows the position of the oen when you reach the
base line. -No. 6 shows that the
left nib remains stationary
and
that the right nib slides along the
base line until it meets the left nib.
This is exactly opposite the operation illustrated in No. 2 and No. 3.
You may now develop skill by
making a page or more of the

straight line exercise until you are
able to make square tops and bottoms without retouching.
The next step is to master the
bottom turn. A-s you near the base
line quickly release the pressure,
pulling the pen towards the right
and raising it while in motion. The
success of this stroke depends upon a slow deliberate motion on the
straight line and a quick elastic _
motion on the turn. Study the
copy carefully and learn to correct
your own work.
No. 9 is the reverse of No. 8 in
form. Use a slow deliberate motion. As soon as you have made
the turn you should have the nibs
sprung apart the full width of the
stroke, which pressure should be
continued to the base line. End as

illustrated in No. 6. Avoid wedge
shaped, irregular shaded strokes.
No. 10 is a combination of No. 8
and No. 9. See how well you can
make it. Turn your paper upsidedown and look at it.
No. 11 was made with a rule.
Study it and see where the full
width of the shade begins and ends.
Master these simple strokes and
the more difficult ones will be easy.
Even though your efforts at
present may be crude, there is absolutely no doubt but that you can
acquire considerable skill by following these lessons . . You must do
much intelligently - directed work
and become enthusiastic about it.
and thoughtless
Halfheartedness
practice is waste of time.
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Use a slow deliberate movement
with hand resting on the side more
than in free light-line writing. The
pen should be raised often-every
time at base line. Use paper ruled
½ in. Always rule head and base
lines.
System is necessary for success
in any work. Let us be as systematic in our practice as possible.
Repeat a simple stroke so many
times that you can make it in any
word with ease. Visualize a form
before practicing it. When practicing a form have some particular
part in mind you wish to improve
and work on one point at a time.
Compare your work point by point
with the copy.
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equal.
c. Watch the slant.
No. 6 is a repetition of No. 5.
a. Study shape of hair-lines.
b. Space evenly.
c. Think of what you are doing.
Nos. 7 and 8.
a. Make pages of n; then m.
b. Turns are important .
c. Compare your work with copy.
d. Finish with a graceful curve.
e. Make eight n's to the line.
No. 9. If you have mastered the
preceding exercises the letters will
be easy. Avoid haphazard practice.
a. Get your work to look regular.
b. Draw slant lines to see where
your letters are off slant.
c. Hit head and base line each
time.
d. Make eleven n's on line.

c. Raise pen at base line quickly.
No. 3. The top turn is the same
in form as No. ·1 except reverse.
Turn your paper upside- down and
compare your upper and lower
turns. Some things to avoid are:
a. Tapering, wedge-shape shades.
b. Too much connective slant.
c. Sharp ungraceful turns.
No. 4. Large work improves
percept, and strength and boldness
of line. One thing at a time as follows:
a. Light smooth hair-lines.
Not too
shades.
b. Uniform
heavy.
c. Get square effect at base line.
No. 5. This is a beautiful and
skillful stroke. It is a combination
of Nos. 1 and 3. Work on it systematically.
a. Study it before practicing.
b. Top and bottom turns are

No. 1. This form is used in
When you work on
many letters.
this under turn exercise you are
really working on a number of letters. Work on the following points
one at a time:
a. Cut tops off square at head
line.
b. Hit head and base line each
time.
c. Pull shades towards center
of body.
on
d. Get an even pressure
shades.
e. Make turns even and graceful.
No. 2 is smaller and lighter than
No. 1. It will require more care
Work on one thing
and patience.
at a time.
a. Slant up strokes same as down
strokes.
b. Get uniform slant and spacing.
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No. 1. The w begins like the u
and finishes with a blind loop on
the main slant and a hair-line ending upward. Study the shape and
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position of the finish before practicing.
a. Get dot on w as heavy as
shades.
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b. Get spacing equal, not . too
wide.
c. Round out turns gracefully.
No. 2. The v is the same as the

last down stroke of n and the finish
of w. Be systematic in practice.
a. Notice the width.
b. Watch slant of blind loop.
c. Finish carefully.
No. 3. The r begins like n and
ends same as v and w. Study the
dotted lines before practicing.
a. Do not slant last part away
from first part.
b. Get uniform shades.
c. Hit ruled head and base lines.
No. 4. The new part for you in
x is the crossing which should be
made downward. Notice the dainty
shades.

a. See that crossing is in the center.
b. Get light shades.
c. Compare x with v and n.
No. 5. You should not leave a
letter until you have practiced it
in words. Try the ones in the copy
and other simple ones. Think of
one thing at a time.
a. Slant.
d. Turns.
/
b. Spacing.
e. Endings.
c. Height.
f. Raise pen often.
g. Compare your work with copy.
Make sure that your ink, paper,
pens, etc., are in good shape. You
should get light hair-lines
and

·'ifnl/

No. 1. From the oval a great
many letters are made. It is the
foundation for the letters above.
No. 2. You can see a similarity
between the oval and under turns
by studying the dotted lines.
No. 3. Practice upon this exercise after you have a mental picture of No. 1 and No. 2. At first
you can make them a half inch
high, then make them a quarter of
an inch high. Begin the shade with
a hair-line and do not put on full
pressure until below the center. ·
Pick the pen up with a quick motion at the base line.
a. Make a line of this exercise,
watching the location on the shade.
b. Get graceful bottoms.
No. 4. Study this illustration.
Theo is much like thew.
The turn
at the bottom and the finish are
practically the same.
No. 5. You should study this letter very carefully before trying to
practice it. You should then work
systematically.
a. See that sides curve evenly.
b. Get top and bottom even.
c. See that shade is not too high.
Nos. 6-7-8-9.
The c and e are
practically the same with the exception of the top. Care must be

1/J
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used to make a distinct dot and
not to let it come down too far.
The top of the c and the top of the
e are made downward. See that you
get a dainty light shade at the top
of the e.
Nos. 10-11. No. 10 shows you
the difference between the first
part of a and the o. The upward
stroke
of the a is made rather
straight to fit along the side of the
straight second downward stroke.
Make a line of a's watching one
thing, and then make another _Jine
trying to improve some other point.
a. Watch inside space of oval.
b. Get turns even.
c. Get shades even in heft.
Nos. 12-13. The shade on the r
is the same as c and e and other
circular letters.
a. Be particular with the dot.
b . Get the top straight.
c. Do not curve downward stroke
too much.
Nos. 14-15-16. The s is made
from the right side of an oval. It
should make a good inverted c.
Study the white space on the inside of the letter.
It should be
about as wide at the top as it is
at the bottom. After making one
line compare it with the copy to
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black uniform shades. Change pens
as soon as one does not work well.
The more carefully you study
the copy the more quickly you will
learn to write.
Study each letter
in detail before working upon it.
Make page after page of each letter. Work to improve one thing at
a time.
Remember the movement used in
Roundhand is slow and careful, not
like the free hand type of writing.
Make the hair-line upward strokes
as careful as you make the shades.
Too much speed destroys accuracy.
In the beginning we want accuracy.

see if there is a part which you
could improve.
a. Curve up stroke gracefully.
b. Watch shape of shade.
c. Make dot carefully.
No. 17. After you have succeeded in making good letters one-half
inch high try them one-fourth inch
high. Make line after line of a
single letter.
Haphazard
practice
will not benefit your writing. It is
concentrating
on one thing at a
time that brings the best results in
the quickest possible time. The
idea which was kept in mind in
preparing
these lessons was to
make the student observe, to form
good ideals of letters, and practice
systematically.
Mastering Roundhand may mean
many dollars to you. Surely it will
It would not
mean much pleasure.
be so interesting if anyone could
master it without considerable intelligent and systematic
practice
and not meet with discouragement.
A few poor looking letters which
you are bound to make should not
be sufficient to give up in discouragement. Have confidence in yourself.

No. 1. The t is an extended i,
not quite two spaces high. Unsystematic practice will not win.
a. Study shape and proportion.
b. Get uniform width of shades.
and edging
c. Make beginning
same length.
Nos. 2-3. The d is a combination
of a and t.
a. Make both shades same thickness.
b. Get uniform up strokes.
Nos. 4-5. The n and p are similar. Do not make the mistake of
shading the long straight stroke
heavier than the short compound

curve. Take one point at a time
and concentrate upon it.
on
Nos. 6-7. Before working
these copies be sure that you have
the correct forms in mind. - One
letter mastered is better than six
half mastered.
Nos. 8-9-10-11. The i is the
foundation of 1. See that both sides
curve evenly and that the top is
Two
as rounding as the bottom.
methods of making loops are usEid
Some make them
by engrossers.
in sections as shown in Nos. 9 and
10, while others make them like
No. 11. Try both ways.

Nos. 12-13. The b is a combination of 1 and v. The loops are usually made nearly three spaces high.
Watch the dot, the width, the heft
of shade and the turns.
Nos. 14-15-16. All loops should
be the same in form and size. Compare the h in form with other letters. Be careful and thorough.
Nos. 17-18. Notice the similarity
of h and k in No. 16. They should
appear the same in width but in
k is not as
actual measurement
wide as h. Let the second part
The little loop
touch the first.
points downward.

Nos. 19-20. Study the curve in
the back. Notice the direction of
the finish .
No. 21. After making good individual letters combine them in
words. Be sure your ink makes a
fine hair-line. The pen point should

Change pens when the
be sharp.
lines become thick.
Nos. 22 to 31. The bottom loops
should be the same in size and proportion as the upper loops. Study
Only a
of letters.
the similarity
few comparisons have been made

to get you to think and study
yourself.
The hair lines in lower loops
in the upper loops can be made
ward or downward. Go slowly
be sure you know exactly what
are trying to make.

This plate is based upon the
capital stem. The object is to show
you how the capital stem stroke is
the foundation of the majority of
This plate has
the capital letters.
been made with the idea of encouraging you to study form. See
the relation of the capital stem to
the various letters and the similarity of various letters. The average
student does not do
roundhand
enough careful analyzing of form.
Study the work of good roundhand
writers and compare your work
with theirs.

No. 1 is a compound curve stroke
made from two ovals. Start with a
hair-line and gradually add pressure until the full width of the
shade is secured; then begin to
diminish into a hair-line.
the compound
No. 2. Practice
curve exercise getting a little fine,
bulged shade, curving
graceful
gracefully and evenly at both ends.
Keep your upper strokes all on the
same slant and parallel.
No. 3. Notice the application
and slight modification of the compound curved stroke in the various

For instance, it is the
letters.
same in the first and the second
part of the K with the exception
of the slant, and the last one is
slightly more curved than the first.
No. 4. So many letters finish
with a dot above the base line that
it is advisable to give it special atStudy the enlarged copy
tention.
You will · see that it is
carefully.
circular and tapers out gradually
The dot is up off
into a hair-line.
the base line but be careful not to
twist it too much.

5

for
like
upand
you

No. 5. Take up the individual
letters one at a time. Study the
arrows and as nearly as possible
get your ideals in mind perfect before trying to make them with pen.

Some of the letters may be made a
little differently.
For instance, the
second part of the H may be made
upward in one stroke, but in the
beginning it is well for you to take
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it in sections.
See how graceful
and beautiful you can make these
capitals.
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In work where the price paid
necessitates
speed and not the
highest type of skill the first stroke
of A, N, M should be made upward .
In the most accurate work writers
make it downward.
Try it both
ways.
The first stroke of A should
slant
considerably.
The second
stroke begins with a hair-line and
gradually widens into a full shade .
Study the shape and slant.
The
finish stroke should be a well balanced, full loop, dividing the first

The beginning stroke of V is
similar to the last part of n. Keep
it up near the head line. Never get
it very low. Be sure to start and
end the main stroke with a, hairline . Get a clear-cut gradual swell
shade, and curve gracefully . Finish up at head line with a nice
curve. Keep above rather than below the head line with the finish.
See how graceful you can make
the W. Study the parallelism and
the width between shades. If you
have mastered
the V, you can
easily make the W.
The first part of H is about the
same as in -w, but swings around

hair-line
stroke in the middle.
Study the slant and shape of it.
The more you study detail the better results you will secure.
The N begins much like A. The
light lines are parallel, and on
same slant as up strokes. The
shade begins and ends with a hairline and has a beautiful
bulged
shade.
Notice the slant of this
stroke and the slant of the entire
letter.
You may shift the elbow
slightly to the right in making the
shade. Make the dots carefully

to the left ending slightly above
the base line with a dot. Get the
dot circular and properly placed.
The second part should be higher
than the first. Get a graceful, compound curve. The last part resembles I.
Get first part of K and H the
same. Study the compound curves,
slant and size of looP . The I is a
very simple letter. -Get plenty of
curve in the stem which is made
first. The oval part is made last
and should be shaded lighter than
the stem.
Before making the J,
study it . Unless you get a good
compound curve, it will look stiff.
6

and up off the base line.
The M should not have too much
curve in shaded strokes.
The letter should be pointed at the top.
Study the space- between light lines
and shades, the slant of each stroke
and shape of shades. The turns at
the base should be narrow.
It is
important
to learn to make good
capitals.
After mastering the letters work
on the words in the copy and similar words.

Make the J in two sections. The I
and J begin alike . Place a small .
shade on left side of loop.
Give much attention
to the
words.
Study spacing, slant, and
regularity of shades.
There is possibly no style of
writing which is more beautiful
than roundhand,
nor is there a
style which can be used appropriately in as many places.
Do not try to write with too
much speed. Roundhand is written
slowly and carefully.
As a rule
enough money is paid to justify
writing it very carefully.

The Z may be started like the H
and K. However, a beginning loop
gives it more width. The loop
should extend 1 ½ spaces below the
head line and should swing over,
making a shade the same as the
last part of the small n, which
should not be made too large. It
should be only about 1 space tall.
Draw some slant lines. The body
stroke of the Z should come down
on a 60° slant. See how gracefully
you can curve this stroke, beginning and ending with a hair-line.
Study the direction of the small
loop on the base line, and the oval
in the loop below the line-. It extends two spaces below the base
line.
The stem of the P is the same
as the stem of the I. The new and
difficult part is the oval or top

part. Before attempting to make
any letters, study the copy carefully. The stem is made first. Notice that the loop in the top part
comes down about 2/3 of the way,
and if continued would make a running scattered oval exercise.
Notice that the shade on the first
downward stroke of the oval should
be parallel to the second downward
stroke which loops over the stem,
and be the same proportion.
It is
a good plan to try the oval part
first without any shade to get the
form; then try it with a shade.
The B is similar to the P with
the exception of the last upright
oval. Give special attention to the
compound curved stroke, the dot,
the final oval and the top . Measure
some of yours and the copy. Put
them in squares . That will show
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you about the proportion and other
things which you may have over looked.
The beginning loop on the P, B
and R at the too should be the
same size and shape. The R is the
same as the B wfth the exception
of the last part. Do not get it too
short nor too long. Point the little
loop on the R and B downward.
Do not attempt words before you
have practiced the individual letters. Make the capital letters with
a slow careful motion. This is not
free-hand writing, and even if you
do get a few shaky lines at first ,
you will be able in time to produce
fairly smooth, graceful lines. Practice the words faithfully,
giving
special attention to spacing, uniformity, shades, etc.
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The T and F are the same with
the exception of the crossing. Get
a beautiful, compound curve gracefully bulged in the center. Swing
the dot up off the base line a little
-not too high. The loop in the
capital T begins similar to the loop
in other letters in the copy. A
slight shade at the end of the top
stroke gives it strength.
Notice
the direction of the looo and the
compound curve . Let the cap extend well over the stem.
The first part of the X is part
of an oval. If completed it would

make a good oval. The finishing
stroke starts at the head line and
swings down with a graceful curve,
touching the first stroke and making a nice turn on the base line.
This turn should not be too rounding in order that it may harmonize
with the turn of small letters following it.
The Q begins the same as the X
but finishes like the L, getting a
long narrow loop . Give special attention to the comoound curve. Go
slowly but carefully.
A slight
shade on top of the lower loop
7

strengthens

it.

The loop on the X, Q and U
should be the same size and proportion. The new part in the U is
a compound curve and the finish.
Do not drag the shade too far
around the turn. The turns at the
bottom should be uniform. The
second part does not start quite as
high as the first.
The Y is a combination of the U
and the compound curve. The first
part should not come down to the
base line. Study the copy critically.

/

The three capital letters in this
copy are quite generally considered
a little more difficult than most of
the preceding letters.
Be sure that
you have good material
such as
pens, ink and paper, and that your
holder has been adjusted especially
for roundhand.
The letter S is made with one
stroke without raising the pen. Before attempting to practice on the
letter, look at the copy carefully.
Analyze it and be sure that you understand definitely the form of the
letter.
The beginning oval is not

quite horizontal.
It slants up at a
slight angle. Study the compound
curve in the downward stroke. Notice the dot is uo off the base line.
There is a lot of grace in this letter when properly made. Be sure
that you get the beginning oval
shaped correctly.
The letter L is the same as the
S with the exception of the loop
and finish. Notice the delicate little
shade at the top of the lower loop.
Put it on last . The shade on the
beginning oval is also retouched
and built up in real careful work.

The beginning oval and loop of
the G are about the same as on the
S and L. Notice the direction of
the beginning oval. Notice also the
slant and slight curve of the shade
in the loop. A common tendency
is to curve the shade in the loop too
much. Get a snappy,
graceful
compound curve resting on the
base line.
Keep on practicing and studying
roundhand, for when you become
skillful you can readily sell your
work.
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Start the letter O at the headline; that is, three times as high as
the small letter.
Swing gracefully
down to the base line, getting the
thickest part of the shade at half
the height of letter.
Be sure that
you begin with a hair-line,
and
taper into a hair-line before you
hit the base line. Swing gracefully
around on the base line and up,
usually without raising the pen. Do
not go up to the head line. After
you come down the second time
make a light shade. Put the top
part on last, picking up the line
skillfully and swinging to the right.
Get the top part no more rounding
than the bottom, and the shade on
the downward stroke of the top
part should only be a suggestion of
a shade. You will not find this letter so difficult if you study it care-

fully.
The letter C begins like the S.
The shade in the C is about the
same as in the 0. Get the beginning oval nice and clear-cut with a
snappy graceful shade, and the
oval slanting down slightly. Do not
get the top loop of the C too wide.
The bottom of the C is the same
in roundness as the O. The finished oval should come slightly
above the minimum letters.
The
shade on the bottom oval of the C
was put on last. Notice the slant
of the loop and the ovals.
In beginning the E start the loop
slightly below the head line and
swing up to the head line, making
a parallel effect. Make the top part
smaller than the bottom. The little
loop in the center should point

-/23#f

slightly upward.
A little shade
may be placed at the end of this
loop for strength.
The shade on
the last part of the E is put on last.
The letter D is not so difficult
when one understands the shape of
it. Start
the compound
curve
slightly under the head line. Swing
down to the base line and get a flat
horizontal loop. In swinging back
along the base line be sure not to
get too much of an instep or compound curve. The final part of the
D makes an oval. The top part of
the D is about the same in shape
as in the O. A suggestion
of a
shade on the top part of the horizontal loop strengthens the letter.
These letters cannot be made very
speedily.

C7/go
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LUPFER,
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This masterful page was prepared
College of Penmanship, after working
Mr. Fields began the
ness Educator.
above specimen. His accomplishment

by Lester L. Fields while a
from the preceding lessons
study of Engrossers' Script
should be an encouragement

Mr. Fields was a very painstaking, critical
could · reach the highest skill only by thoroughly

student of Engrossing in the Zanerian
as they were presented in the Busiless than a year before writing the
to all beginners.

student, and a persistent
mastering details.

worker.

He realized that he

The most skillful penmen of today had to study and work for hours and months to acquire their
skill.
If you desire to succeed you must work intelligently
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and faithfully.

It is worth trying.

SUPPLEMENTARY COPIES, BY W. A. BAIRD
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One of the many fine specimens from C. P. Zaner's
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pen which appeared

in the Business

Educator .
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who writes quite freely-much
This remarkable specimen of engrossing script is from the pen of W. A. Baird,
rhythmical and plea sing.
y
wonderfull
is
faster than the accuracy of the product would indicate. The spacing
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This beautiful

page was prepared
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by Charlton V. Howe.
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Reproduced from The Penman 's Repo sitary, by William Milne s, member of St. Mary' s Hall, Oxford, and Ma ste r of
the City Commercial School, London . Publi shed 1775 by J. Walker and engraved by A shby.

The above alphabet
it engraved.

was written

by C. P. Zaner for a pupil in the Zanerian with no thought
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of having

r."H/.MA

RTIN,

BOSTON.
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In writing large, free, graceful roundhand, C. P. Zaner was regarded
one ever excelled him in this style of work.

as one of the finest.

Probably no

Ii

By W. A. Baird.

p

G.Bl/TLER

----

.

(orN. Y.UNIV.

One of the finest we have ever seen.

13<?LE MARCHANT

B.c.s.J,-PRIN.

REL/ABLE

OFFICE IIELP

ST.JO/IN-:S,

FuRNISHEfJ

Ro.

FREE

N'EWFOUN.OLANO.

The above letter-head is from the pen of Lupfer. The script and scroll were first carefully penciled in
detail, then inked in with a fine pointed pen. The scroll does not conceal enough of any one letter to
make it illegible. The lettering was done free hand. Rule vertical guide lines for lettering in scroll.
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ITALIC ROUNDHAND
This alphabet is a compromise between Roman and script. It is intensely legible, yet on account of
It requires no small amount of skill to execute.
its curves and light and heavy lines, it is quite artistic.
Use an oblique holder and a fine, flexible pen. Make the forms first much like the second small a and
then retouch the ends and add the corners with a fine pen and straight holder. Do thi s after the ink has
Two or more styles of most forms are given. Use the ones you prefer .
dried from the first writing.
Study relationship of styles. For instance: the second a does not belong with fir st b nor with the second f. The first b does not belong with the third sty le of B, nor with the second or third C ... The last Z
properly goes with the last R, the last H , and the third G. Unless you learn to observe these thing s your
work will necessarily lack that unity and taste so necessary in excellence.
Some one has very wisely said "Trifles make perfection, but perfection is no trifle." Little things in
lettering are as important, if not more important, than in anyth ing else. Much care must be exerci sed
in retouching this kind of lettering and unless you have more than average skill, you shou ld not expect
too much from your first attempts.
General effect is desired rather than
Spacing in and between letters must be carefully considered.
that the letter s be just so far apart. All minimum letters must hit the head and base lines to secure a
uniform effect. Try to get the compound curve strokes the same heft as other strokes.

ftoltC~ou12d/2a12d.
o ab b cd d e/fg fJElll (JJK
JrIIJ1211z12nqp/Jf/{[r rst tu
l{ Vl/V WU/l/£G[f/Y Z / 2 .345
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LMJVOPQRSTlf
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mnop(jrfttuvwxyz §c
By C. W. Norder.
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PRACTICAL MARKING ALPHABET
This is an old favorite style of lettering or "Marking Text" used by penmen who are skilled in the use of a fine,
flexible pen such as the Zanerian Fine Writer or Gillott's No. 1.
It is rapid, effective, and comparatively easy. Its strokes are very similar in construction, uniform in slant, most are
compound curves, and all are shaded near the center.
The paper should be held straight with the desk and the holder pointing above the elbow.
Practice upon the principles at the bottom of the plate first, then upon the small letter s, next upon the capitals, and
last upon the figures, as they are the most difficult.
Use a steady, sure, combined finger and arm movement, letting the hand rest and slide upon the side.
Practice the compound curve until you can curve it symmetrically and shade it artistically with the heavie st part in
center. Increase and diminish the shades gradually.
Be patient, ambitious, observant, persevering, careful, and critical and you will learn to letter beautifully a s well
as practically.

SINGLE-STROKE LETTERING
This alphabet, in variously modified forms, has long been used by architects and mechanical draftsmen.
It is a modification of script and Italic and is easier than either, and therefore well suited to many people and many
uses.
Use fine, faint pencil head and ba se lines as shown in the copy to secure uniform height of short (minimum) and tall
(extended) letters.
For practice upon writing paper, divide the space between the biue lines into three equal spaces, and rule pencil lines
as suggested by the dotted lines.
Use a coarse, smooth-pointed pen so as to secure uniformly heavy up and down strokes. Watch slant to keep it uni·
form. Endeavor to secure regular spacirig between strokes and between lette r s.
Practice the capitals first. As a rule, make the left side and bottom strokes, then the top and right side stroke s.
Many of the small letters may be made without rai sing the pen, on the order of script fo r ms. Raise the pen whe never
it seems best to do so.
Use a slow, sure motion, letting the hand rest on the side. The paper may be held much as in writing.
Repeat one letter over and over until you can show improvement and do it well. Then p r ac t ice sm all simple wor ds.
And then try to use the lettering in some of your other lesson work for titles, headings, etc .
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LESSON IN TEXT LETTERING
By E. A. Lupfer

You need an ink
Any good ink will do for practice, but it will not answer for actual engrossing.
Arnold's Japan will do.
with enough body to produce a deep black or brilliant letter, but not glossy.
fact there is nothing as good. Zanerian brand leads.
India ink is better-in
Keep it moist to the neck, but do not
Use Broad pointed lettering pens; usually No. I for practice.
dip much ink at a time. New pens do not act well until the oil is worked off. Press both nibs of the pen
Wiggle or
on the paper evenly and firmly, but not heavily enough to cause them to spread much.
to starting a stroke, in order to secure
work the pen slightly as you place it on the paper preparatory
Pens, if used well, will last a long time.
uniform flow of ink from the start.
Success in making clear, smooth lines depends upon the ability to dip ink sparingly and uniformly.
An ink retainer will help you to do more lettering in a day. Keep a wet sponge at hand with which to
clean your pen and retainer . It should not fit on the pen too tight and should be away from the top of
the pen far enough to enable you to run a fine pen under it to clean out any dry ink which may collect under the retainer.
Well trained, obedient muscles and keen,
white paper is desirable.
Good, firm, smooth-surfaced,
An open inkA blotter should be kept beneath the hands.
critical, perceiving eyes are indispensable.
well should be kept near, so that ink-dipping is in sight.
Roll hand to right and rest on little finger
Use combined movement.
Hold the pen as illustrated.
Use a text-letterWork deliberately until you can work well and rapidly.
and palm on side of hand.
ing straight pen holder, and hold same at an angle of about 60 ° as shown in illustration to right. It may
point outward from the elbow, so that the nibs are both evenly on the paper.
Hold the paper about straight with the desk; it may be turned slightly as in
Keep the point of the pen at an angle of 45 ° or less as shown in
writing.
The
at the left. Hold pen at same angle for nearly all strokes.
illustration
right point of the pen is a little shorter than the left, which necessitates
throwing holder from the usual shoulder
about
Be sure you understand
position.
position before going ahead.

=--.
Tthe mdovement sh~ofluldfbe firmh anfd delib- ~ - --:.
era e an come c 1e y rom t e orearm.
The fingers and hand must serve as the
~~~~~~~!!!!e'~~!e:::'.'~
Cultivate surechief mediums of control.
latter will deness rather than speed-the
velop as rapidly as you familiarize yourself with the work, and as you become
Remember that the hand will learn with but little difficulty to do
confident.
If you can see letters clearly
whatever the eye perceives and the mind dictates.
in all of their details and general proportions, the hand will soon learn to express
what has been perceived and invented.
Engrossers use them for their very best work. You will
Use head and base lines in the beginning.
have much to watch besides the head line. When you can letter good with head lines you are ready to
learn to work without them for rough work, such as cheap diplomas, etc. At that stage you will have
concentrate
You can therefore
mastered many of the little things which at first took your attention.
Get the work uniform at the head line _and be careful not to run through the base
upon alignment.
line.
A few vertical guide lines are permissable if you have trouble to maintain uniform slant.

BROAD PEN BLOCK
This Broad-Pen Block is an excellent one to practice to train the eye to precision in concept and
the hand to mechanical exactness.
The spaces should be the same between the strokes in the letters as between the letters.
Great care must be exercised to keep the angle of the point of the pen at forty-five degrees at all
times or the vertical and horizontal strokes will not be the same in width. And unless all vertical and
horizontal strokes are the same in thickness, the effect will not be pleasing.
The beveled corners in some of the capitals are made by going over them a third time, but it is not
necessary to twist or change the angle of the pen in so doing.
The left and lower strokes or sides of the letters are usually made first, and then the top and right
sides are made.
It will take considerable practice to train the eye to perceive and the hand to exactness in the execution of straight lines, regularly spaced, uniformly vertical, and well proportioned.
Sharp, square-cut beginnings and endings are desirable, therefore exactness in detail is necessary.
Pencil head and base lines for both capitals and small letters may be used, and if much difficulty
is experienced in securing uniform slant and spacing, vertical pencil space lines may also be used to
school both eye and hand to accuracy.
India ink, Soennecken pens, firm paper are necessary for the best work.
Much care, patience, firmness, sureness, and skill are necessary to execute this alphabet, but its
mastery makes all other text alphabets easy.
Little or no retouching with a common pen is necessary.
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BROAD PEN BLOCK

detghiikImna
·:ab[~
pqrstUUWHLIZ

HIJKLm
A:BroEF6
UWX[JZ
nOPORSTU
ECLECTIC TEXT
This is a complete alphabet, having been made up of the principles of a number of standard forms.
Study carefully the proportion and shape of letters, as well as the spaces in and between letters.
Keep the edge of the
Use a broad -pointed pen, and hold it more nearly vertical than in writing.
point at an angle of forty-five degrees throughout the work.
Watch spacing. Use a head and base line for the small
Dip ink sparingly, carefully and frequently.
letters which may be erased after lettering is complete. Make the left side of letters first and then the
right side. Study carefully the turns at the top and bottom of letters.

Use a slow, firm, sure,
The
essential as accuracy.
Uniformity in height,
Be patient, observant

Speed is not so
combined movement in executing this kind of lettering.
little finger and right side of palm of hand should rest firmly upon the paper.
width, spacing and thickness of stroke is essential.
and careful and you will win.
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RAPID OLD ENGLISH
This alphabet is used in filiing diplomas, etc., and should not be retouched with a fine pen except
Speed and pleasing appearance are very necessary.
where you make a serious mistake.
By working on
Use a No. 1 Soennecken on ½" ruled paper or a No. 1 ½ pen on % " ruled paper.
top of the line as in the Eclectic Text you will have a guide line for every stroke.
See how often certain various strokes are reStudy the joinings, corners and parts of letters.
The first stroke in the first c is repeated in d, e, g, o, q and s. The
peated in the different letters.
second stroke of a is repeated in slightly modified form in b, g, h, i, j, m, n, o, p, q, u, v, w and y. The
"spurs" in Old English should be neither too small nor too large. Let them extend out about half the
The spurs in the center of the capitals should be
width of the pen, or one nib on the small letters.
The head and base strokes should slant in
rather large and circular with sharp hair-line beginnings.
Get no more space between letters than
the same direction. · Lettering should be solid and not scattered.
in letters.
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RETOUCHED OLD ENGLISH
Make this alphabet the same as the unretouched alphabet only allowing more space for
which should be put in with a fine pen. Turn the paper so that the right side is next to your
rule up edges of straight strokes with a Gillotts 303 pen. Smooth out all strokes, correct
curacies and sharpen the corners and spurs with a fine pen. Use Zanerian India Ink. Study
Keep the spurs neat and small. It is best to master this
effect at top and bottom of letters.
style before attempting individuality. ( See page 28).

hair-lines
body and
all inacthe arch
standard

PENCILED OLD ENGLISH TEXT
Old English Text is used to such an extent that it will pay you to become skillful in its execution.
One of the best ways to get a correct mental picture is to pencil the letters large enough to see the de(Also see
on the following page.
tails clearly. We therefore present a carefully penciled alphabet
alphabets on page 32).
Use tough cardboard about 12x18". Make small letters one inch high and loops and capitals 1 ¼"
high. Rule two head and two base lines about 1/s" apart to help in getting even thickness of beginning
and ending strokes, also to give an exact place at which to begin and end each stroke.
Use a drawing board, T square and triangle. Make horizontal lines with T square and vertical
lines with triangle by resting triangle on T square. Draw each letter carefully with hard lead pencil,
erasing and redrawing until you get a smooth, clear-cut, accurate outline. Make down strokes all even
in heft, about 5/32 of an inch thick. Get top strokes same thickness as bottom strokes and on the same
slant. The angle of the end of the top strokes should be the same as the angle of the bottom strokes,
Rely on the eye rather
less th.an 45 degrees. Regularity of spacing in and between letters is important.
than mechanical measurement.
The more you study lettering the more
This work is excellent for training the eye and hand.
beauty you see in it.
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After you have the letters all penciled as carefully as you can get them, outline
lott's 303 pen, using r u ler on straight lines. The in side of the let ters may be filled
broad pen. After you have inked in the alphabet, go over it with a fine pen and build
are too thin and improve everything you can.
are
Study carefully the tinting of the heading and letters on the last line. They
Uniformity of tinting
gest a few of the many ways of treat ing or finishing letters.
done you will
than fineness of lines. Unless the tinting and shading are carefully
a lphabet.
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them with a Gilin with bru sh or
up stroke s which
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AMERICAN ALPHABET
This alphabet is the outgrowth ·of a demand for something that people not trained in lettering can
This alphabet is used quite exread without much effort. The forms are plain, clear-cut and graceful.
tensively in lettering diploma s, resolutions, etc. It is especially suited to body work. The capitals are
sometime s made more ornamental, as the judgment or taste of the engrosser dictate s. There are time s
when a simple lette r does not look as well as one more elaborate .
Rule head and ba se line s fo r short letters one-half inch a pa r t, and for capit a ls about seven-eighth s
Use the eye to
inch apart, using a No. 1 pen. Keep the spaces in letters the same a s between letters.
Keep the letters fairly close together so that the lettering looks solid and stand s out
judge spacing.
more than the background.
Give special attention to curved strokes . Unle ss you can make them clear-cut and graceful, your
work will look weak. Keep the small letter s h, m , and n open at the bottom and small u, v, w and y open
The top and bottom st r okes should be on the same slant . Get sharp, clear beat the top for legibility.
Too much ink on your pen will not produce sharp, smooth lines. Dip often
s.
stroke
ending
and
g
ginnin
and u se waterproof ink. Do not merely copy the forms, but commit them to memo r y so t hat you will
have a good mental picture of them.
Do not patch this alphabet with a fine pen, but finish it is a s you go with the broad pen. You will
find it a very speedy and beautiful alphabet.
After learning to make the alphabet well with a No. 1 pen, u se a smaller pen.
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GERMAN TEXT
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DOUBLE-LINE OLD ENGLISH
The alphabet herewith was developed to meet the demand for a rapid, effective, double line Old
It is about the same in form as the retouched alphabet.
English.
Double line lettering is very pretty and practical.
It can be tinted effectively in many ways as
suggested by the heading.
On work not for engraving we use diluted ink or inky water in place of the
line tinting.
The ink or wash should be put on with a broad pen or brush.
The wash which can be any
color gives it a soft, artistic tone.
If you will study the word "Unretouched,"
you will be able to see how to proceed. Use a No. 10
double pointed pen for the body or foundation.
Retouch and close the ends with a 303 Gillott's pen.
Be careful to get the main down strokes vertical and straight.
Spacing proportion, etc., are the same
as in the 'Retouched Old English."
Your ink can be diluted some for ordinary work.
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The two alphabets below prepared by W. A. Baird are extensively used by engrossers for the body
of resolutions.
These styles of letters are plain, very readable, and more rapid than Old English Text.
You will do well to study these alphabets very critically.
In practicing them first use a large pen. Use
smaller sizes of pens as soon as you become able to handle them. Much of this work is done with a
No. 4 Soennecken Pen. Always rule head and base lines for both small letters and capitals.
Many of the high priced resolutions today are prepared
no mistake in thoroughly mastering these two alphabets.

in lettering.

Study the alphabets by Mr. Baird on page 33. These are very practical
mastered by every student of engrossing.

You will therefore
alphabets

make

and should be

a6,~fug6iikfmno,pqrstuuw\'wwwn~yz,

J193e11& ~§J{JJXJ.:11111<9'PP
&~ RSS S S~11~VWX1J1!1?~
9lounbJfon~+ £ngrossing~xt+ Jlt~~imtl

abctldeff
gghi\klmnopqrstuuwxQZ)
AB en EFG DIJJRL(l)n D)2
OPQR50UUUIDlliXYZY
abcdef
ghijklmnopqrstuuvwx12z13x
No student of engrossing or professional penman can afford not to study these alphabets
Baird as they represent the latest in styles and the highest in skill.
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by Mr.

Old English is the engrosser's most useful style and we would advise that th~ correct form of each
letter be memorized. While a standard form is observed, no two penmen will make these letters exactly
alike. Their lettering, like their writing, is bound to show certain markings of character and ta ste.
This alphabet will make a good one for study and reference, as it was gotten up with quite careful
attention to details of form and finish. Beginners will find it an excellent plan to draw these letter s in
to change the form here and there until accuracy
pencil, with great care and critical study-continuing
is finally acquired. Take up each letter in thi s manner and you will be surpri sed how thoroughly the
form of each letter will in this way become fixed in the mind.
The copy was first written with a No. 1 lettering pen. The edges were afte rw ard s ruled. All the
strokes were connected, corners pointed and inaccuracies corrected with a common pen.
Remember that spacing is of the utmost importance and it must receive a s much attention a s the
form of the letters. A great deal of our work is for reproduction by the va r ious engraving proces ses,
hence, coarseness or blackness of line is necessary for printable plates. However, much of our work is
on memorial resolutions for framing or in book form, and thi s class of work is finer, more delicate,
and more pleasing. Brush and color effect s, and pale India ink scr ipt give a mellowness and an arti stic
quality very much desired.
The letters were fir st
The line "Old English" shows an effective t r eatment for the sake of variety.
carefully drawn in pencil, and then outlined . The tinting was done free hand and the flourished stroke s
were added with a quick offhand movement. See that the stroke s are well balanced and the shading
harmoniously arranged.

A Produce of Clinton Skillman.
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abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

ABCDEFGHIJKLMMNOPP
QRSTUVWWWXYZ AJ'TUZ
:. ·: :. ·: Broad Pen Roman:.·:
This practical

alphabet

:. ·:

was made by W. A. Baird.

HBaneBGTI
Irfl\Lillll O_Il U
RSOUUIDX!TZ
A carefully

prepared,

usable alphabet

by W. A. Baird

should be carefully

By E. L. Brown
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studied

and imitated.

DIPLOMA FILLING STYLES
Herewith are given a number of styles su itable for filling
The style shou ld be suited to the diploma and
in diplomas.
to the amount the purchaser desires to pay. If the price is
rather low ( about twenty-five cents), the plain lettering with
little or no flourishing, can be given. To do good, careful,
artistic, well-spaced work requires time, skill and patience,
and deserves lib eral rewa r d. The American and Old English
ever use
Rarely
flourishing.
styles look well without
flourishes (unless called for) for most diplomas do not have
sufficient room for proper embellishment . The common fault
is too many lines and too much filigree. Light line shading
as in the last line is good. Diluted ink with a broad pen is
frequently used.
If one will do enough lettering and study spacing, he can
in time become fairly acc urate in judging how much space a
name or word will occupy.
Beginners will find it a good plan to rule a light, sharp pencil head line, then indicate lightly with
pencil, between the head and base lines, where the letters are to be placd. In time the head lines should
be omittd in the cheaper work.
Another plan is to put the pencil marks suggesting the spacing on the blotter and not on the diploma. The name on the blotter can be centered and placed up to the line upon which you intend to
work. In this way you can see how much space will be required and avoid getting pencil marks on the
This saves erasing and insures good spacing·. The pencil marks do not have to be put in carepaper.
fully, except for space values. As soon as you can, do away with all head lines, except on parchment.
It will be well to rub a pencil eraser, powdered pumice stone, or sta le bread over the space to be
lettered to remove the oil on parchment which prevents the ink from flowing freely.
The sty le and size of lettering and roundhand used in filling the name and date should be in harmony with the rest of the diploma. When the name is short, make your lette ring wide and low, as in
the second line; and where the name is real long, make the lettering high and compact.
Speed should be developed after you have thoro ughly memorized the styles of letters, but not before .
Engrossrs are able to fill from 100 to 300 or more diplomas a day accor ding to the amount and quality
of work .
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MEDIEVAL AND CHURCH TEXTS
The forms herewith given are of the old style . They are made to conform to the possibilities of the
broad pen. They are not given as faithful representations of sixteenth century form s, but as twentieth
'We have enedavored to eliminate the poor
of the former.
century forms, retaining the characteristics
qualities and to retain the good ones. We do not believe in the slavery of opinion s of the past.
The ability to letter legibly, rapidly, and artistically is worth consi derable. To many it is worth a
It is worth your while to acquire the art, as there is work of this
living, to some it means a fortune.
Filling the n ame in diplomas or making them, engro ss ing r esolution s testinature to do in all localities.
monials and memorials and marking artistic show cards has grown to such an extent that many find it
profitable to do nothing else .
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Use a No. 10 Soennecken Double-pointed
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Pen for This Alphabet.

Plaizz,SlantzizgLettez~.

hijlilmzwpqrstuvzv.ryz
abcbefg
aBCDE:fGlllJl{LmllOPQllS
l234567sgo. t9M.
UlfllfIYZ&
C/J!llpa
rounblng slezzberallb
ENG ROSSING TEXTS
Slant and curve are its characteristic s.
The forms herewith are general favorites with engrossers.
These alphabets may be made quite small by using a narrow pen, and by u sing a good writing ink the
effect is very dainty and pleasing.
While these alphabets are artistic, even ornamental, and pleasing to the eye, they are not difficult
to read, and that is why they are so universally used. They are pretty, rapid and easy to read; three
valuable qualities to possess.
In the second alphabet, the ink and pen mu st be in fine condition to secure faint, fine up- stro ke s.
Be sure you know just what you wish
Study the forms closely and critically before attempting practice.
to produce. Be certain you know the shape of the letters well; the peculiar kind of turns nece ssary to
,
give a distinctive character to each alphabet.
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FRENCH ROUND WRITING
By C. W. Norder.
These letters partake largely of the ordinary freehand shaded script . While it look s quite speedy,
The small letters have
it is, in reality, but little swifter in execution than the usual sty le of lettering.
One thing, the alpha bet is very
comparatively short turns, while the capitals are quite the reverse.
legible, and on account of its light-line connective qualities, it is quite pleasing.
The ruling shou ld be about three-eighths inch in height for a No. 1 pen, and the loops sho uld be
'!'he up strokes should be on a unifo rm slant.
double the height of the short letters.
The spacing in this style is usually wide, but it can be regulated by the adjustment of the angle of
the pen. If wide spacing is desired, hold the point of the pen at an angle of 45 ° ; if narrow spacing is
wanted, hold it at an angle of 60 °.
The loops must not be made with one stroke, as might be infer red from the copy . In st ead, make all
shaded strokes downward and all light line s up ward. Raise the pen as ofte n as it seems necessary, oftener
than you would think from looking at the form s given. The tendency is to make the forms too high and
the capitals not rounding and full enough.
The u sual sty les of ornament can be u sed in connection with the se letter s. If you have some natural
ability and a little originality you will soon lea rn to modify these forms to sui t the cir cumstance s for
whic h you are intending them. They will admit of many modifications, both in construction and finish.
In fact, there is no limit to in vention and to improvement in these lines. But it is not all to be original.
Original work should be good just as well as if it were old. Because it is original does not signify that
it is equal or superior to the old.
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UP-TO-DATE ITALIC BROAD-PEN ROMAN
Unmistakably plain in reading qualities and simple, easy and rapid in execution are the characte~istics of the alphabet herewith given. It has no special history with which to court favor, nor does 1t
Instead,_it co~es as
aspire to an enviable place in the fine arts as a "thing of beauty and - a joy forever."
a thing of service in the busy world of commerce. Its mission is to serve those w?o are. unskilled !n ex~It may be u sed to no small extent m plam engrossmg, m
cution as well as in reading text alphabets.
diplomas and in certificates, policies, records, etc.. It ~ chief func~ion is for la)Jel marking, package ad As such 1t will prove fittmg and practical.
dressing, and window announcements.
The size may be varied by the employThe slant may be more or less, as indi vid u als may prefer.
ment of large or sma ll pens. The proportion may be varied by making the letters tall and slender (narrow) , or by making them low and extended ( wide and round).
The paper may be held much as in writing, as may also the _ pen; t!'ie latter may, however, _be held
The pen or paper need not be changed m makmg any letter except m such
more nearly vertical.
strokes as Z, L, etc.

adbcdef q hijhlmno
pq rstu vw:rLJ.z.1234
567800.ftBeDEFG
}fldlfL/fl/rOPQRS

Tl/DlUJYZU..mJZIU
Zanerian lip-to-date.

A Practical

Alphabet by Clinton Skillman
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The outfit for the above work may consist of a few medium fine writing pens and broad pointed pens
numbers 2½ and 5, a bottle of waterproof ink, a medium soft pencil and paper or cardboard with a good
surface.
In pen drawing the values are obtained by thick and thin lines and stipple, similar to exercises
given. Exercise number one shows the straight line which should be uniform in spacing and thickness.
CrossNo. 2 shaded vertical lines. No. 4 should be made with the arm movement, exactly like writing.
hatched lines are shown in No. 5 and stippling in No . 11. Graduation of tone is obtained by thickening
the lines and increasing size of dots.
Practice on the exercises in the order given, using a finger movement on all excepting No. 4. The
is a term
"Technic"
little sketch shows the application of lines and stipple to produce color values.
referring to manner of using brush or pen in producing tone value.
A pen drawing is first drawn in pencil in order to obtain correct shape, good proportion and balance.
Color value may also be suggested. Note deep shadow under the boulder, indicated by shaded parallel
The distant trees must be simply
lines and spots of solid black, also the high light on top of boulder.
suggested.
This is a very useful letter for engrossers, being most suitable for body of resolutions and diploma
filling. Use a No. 2½ pen and practice on the exercises until some skill is acquired, then follow with
Study the form and proportions of each letter with critical care. Rule lines to govern
the alphabet.
height of letters as follows: One-half of an inch apart for capitals, and one-quarter for small letters.
The correct form must be thoroughly impressed upon the mind, therefore critical study and careful
practice must go along hand in hand.
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RAPID PRACTICAL
LETTERS
Herewith is some practical lettering
for show cards, price cards, etc. Study
character of letters critically.
First
rule lines to govern height, then pencil
each letter for spacing only. Use a
No. 3 lettering pen and India ink.
Never use common inks for lettering.
Connect the strokes and correct inaccuracies with a fine pointed pen. The
lower case letters follow the word
"Success" and were written with a
No. 5 pen.
The initial "R" and spray of roses
and leaves shows a strong and rather
effective line treatment of values. It
will be observed that the color values
are treated in short, parallel
lines
varied in thickness for the light and
dark tones. No cross-hatched lines in
this specimen.
The roses are in a
lighter tone than the leaves, obtained
by very fine lines thickened where the
edges of the leaves are turned.
Make
leaves directly under the roses ,very
dark in tone for contrast and relief.
This spray of roses may be effectively
treated in wash, and would make a
very nice design for word "Resolved"
on engrossed resolution.
Remember that the greatest success
comes to those who remain students
through life; those who are willing to
brush aside pecuniary gain to make
way for artistic excellence.
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Pen technic is far more diffic ul t than brush or pencil, but it can be mastered by critical study and
The blossoms and leaves in des ign for this lesson are an excellent study in color values, and
practice.
the spray with slight changes can be adapted for many pu rposes. The same design can also be finished
very effectively in brush and color.
The original drawing measures llx15 inches. First make a very rapid sketch of the spray of blosThis is the way to obtain ba lance and good action . A detail drawing
soms omitting detail entirely.
should follow with color values suggested.
Very pleasing effects are obtained by thinning
Always use India ink for all kinds of pen drawing.
the ink with water for the most delicate tones, but we do not recommend this method, as weak, brownish
lines will not reproduce satisfactorily.
Nearly all the lining was done with a Gillott No. 170 pen. The darkest tones, however, were obtained with a No . 5 lettering pen . Note the lines used for the different tones and aim for close imitation. Shaded lines and spots of solid black should be used wherever darkest shadows occur. When you
add the darkest tones your design will take on strength and cha r acter.
- This is a very practical bro a d pen letter for general marking - a style of letter that is
LETTERING
easy to master and one that is easy to read.
Rule lines to regulate height only. Use a No. 5 broad pen, and aim for regular size and spacing.
The heading, "Deco r ative Drawing and L ettering" shows vthe same style of
No retouching necessary.
letter finished with a fine pen.
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A fine example of present-day

lettering

by W. A. Bai rd.

rnnfPirtutartanfionnurttt
f4tir
i!Inuntm.
a glorytol,umanil!l~~ttPP.!l
inthtmJtlVttt
~~ mtltbenefarfnr%
tnIJtrWh1tlt
worilit
™
This quotation

was lettered
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by A. M. Grove.

EGYPTIAN
Space and
pencil.
Rule head and base lines and sketch the letters in free hand with hard-pointed
slant lines, and horizontal sub-head and base lines may be used, but it is better to deny one's self tho se
aids at first, if not for all time. Nothing is so good as a well trained eye, and the rule robs one of this
Use India ink, good pens, drawing board and T square. The latter to rule head and ba se lines
training.
quickly and parallel.
The Egyptian, Gothic, or Block letters serve as a type or foundation for about one-third of the letThe strokes or
plainne ss and boldness.
are simplicity, strength,
tering we see . The characteristics
parts of letters are equally heavy and it is thi s quality of equality of width of stroke that makes these
letter s substantial, firm and uniform.
The letters in alphabetic order are about the standard proportion in height, width and breadth of
The word Eg11ptian presents a condensed or contracted modification, while the word Block illusstroke.
trates an extended or widened modification of the same lette r. The se letter s are modi fied not only by
making them taller or narrower and wider or lower, but also by making the st rokes more slender or
wider.
The B, C, D, etc., may be made with bevel or round corner s and the finish may be made to suit the
is shown in the Snow -capped, or
A good illustration as to adaptability
purpose of the individual.
Frigid alphabet following, which is, as regard s history or character, as much Egyptian as the fir st alphabet herewith given. It could be made to repre:sent heat as well as cold, hard or soft, rough or smooth,
light or heavy substances as well as snow and ice. To do thi s req uires ability along the line of drawing
The first alphabet suggests many ways of ornamenting or fini shing
and representing natural forms.
the letters, there are no limits to variation.
After considering the proportionate height and width of letters, spac ing between letters comes next
The base of A and B need to be closer together than B and C. I and th .e lower part
in importance.
Suit letters to their purpo ses and fit them
of J need to come nearer than J and K. Study these things.
to the spaces they are intended to fill. See 59.
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ROMAN
This alphabet embodies to a greater degree than any other the qualities of perfect legibility, delicacy, strength, and
beauty. It is all of these because of its contrasting light and heavy, straight and curved lines. It is because of these
qualities that it is universally used in printing.
It is difficult and slow in execution or it would be used instead of script
in writing.
"It's as old as the .hills," yet as new and , fresh and attractive as ever. There are many modifications of it-as many as
there are artists who make it-but
it is always easily recognized as the "Old Reliable"-the
"Noblest Roman of them all."
Study the proportion and shape of letters as well as the spacing between them.
There are no rules that you can
employ in spacing except that the letters appear neither too close nor too wide. A well trained eye is the best guide. Some
portions of letters nearly touch, as in A B, while B C do not come so near together at any one place, yet the relative space
between the two is about the same.
Sketch the letters with pencil, using head and base pencil lines, then outline them with pen, and fill in with pen or
brush. Learn to do it well without rule or straight-edge.
Sometimes it is best and quickest to use rule, but you must be
able to do it both ways.
This alphabet may be made tall and narrow or low and wide. The secret of successful lettering is to suit the size
and proportion of the letters to the space they are intended to occupy.
You may ornament the letters to suit yourself.
The letters are the most difficult part. They are difficult to perceive
as well as to execute.
Make sure that you shade the right strokes in A, M, N, U, V, W, X, and Y. The lower case (small) letters are more
difficult and tedious than the upper case (capitals) and are not shaded quite as heavy.

ABCDEFGIIIJKL?
MNOPQRSTUVW,
XYZ&abcdefghijkl !
mnopqrstuvwxyz.12
34561890.RomanAlphabet. SLENDERWIDE
MEDIAL
The forms herewith come midway between the Roman and Egyptian alphabets; hence the name medial. These letters are not so solid as the Egyptian letters, nor as delicate as the Roman characters, but they are not devoid of merit.
They are better suited to general designing than either of the others because they combine the elments of strength
and
beauty and admit of greater modification.
Use head and base pencil lines and sketch the letters freely off-hand. Depend more and more upon the eye for seeing
and the hand for doing, and upon the rule less. The eye and hand can learn to draw and space letters unaided by the
rule far better than by it. Mechanics need rules, artists seldom need them.
Observation will disclose that the light lines are about one-third as wide as the heavy ones; that the inside of the
curve is less curving than the outside; and that the letters are taller than wide. The short small letters are about twothirds as tall as the tallest, which are the same in height as the capitals, but not quite as heavy. The small letters and
figures will require close scrutiny and care in their construction.
Spacing between letters must be considered with great care. General effect is what is desired rather than, that the
letters shall be just so far apart.
Note in the word Standard how the top of the T extends over the S and A, and how
much wider the space is between the letters N and D than between D and A.
The words Standard Medial illustrate one of the innumerable methods of finishing these letters.
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MEDIEVAL
of those u sed about the tenth century . They are in many reThese medieval forms are modern interpretations
spects, Roman in character, though in many ways they differ wide ly from that letter. These forms are graceful to
an unu sual degree and serve sp lendidly where beauty and old-time conditions are desired.
There is no one way of ornamenting these forms . The letters in stead of the background could be tinted, or
they could be made black faced and shaded, or merely outlined. Note the breadth and rotundity, a nd how well the
Symm etry is one of the chief characteristics .
letters balance.
In puttin g in a tint, suc h as in the accompanying alphabet, think more of uniform spacing than of straig ht ness of stro k e, or preciseness of join in gs. It is the gray tone that is desired rather than precise lin es. If you think
For su ch
in tone is the thing desired.
of straig htne ss and joinings you are apt to neglect spaci ng. Generality
tinting, use a firm pen (30 3 Gillott or Crow Quill) and u se an oblique holder , drawing the lin es toward you.
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PATRIOTIC ALPHABET
is very essential in this as in
Variety is not only the spice of life, but of lettering as well. Appropriateness
When dealing with something purely American, especially relating to Uncle Sam's affairs, the alphaall things.
bet here with given, with it s numerous modifications, fills a niche heretofo re unoc cupied.
The shie ld, which is the emblem of protection for human liberty, as employed by the United States, is used
In dealing, therefore, with subject s of a pa trioti c nature, this a lph abet is approas a foundation for these letters.
priate and refres hing.
It is an alphabet that can be u sed to advantage only in the way of headings and initials, and for the latter, it
I
is excellent.
To make them, outline the let ter carefully and complete ly, suggest in g the stars and stripes, with pencil. Then
or coarse as
proceed to inking with undiluted ink. Use common stra ight holders and pens of good quality-fine
desired.
The forms of the letters may be varied as well as the treatment, so that there is no end to var iety in this alphabet as in all others.
While it is attractive and effective as herewith gi ven, it is doubly effective when produced in red, white and
blue, with brush or pen.
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BLOCK
If you want to represent the solid ,
Here you have the mechanical, the substantial, the elaborate in lettering.
See how re gular, how uniform its parts are. How
the permanent, the plain, or the elaborate, use this alphabet.
How appropriate, therefore, the name.
easily it could be constructed of little squares or cubes fastened together.
The ruling can be done a s suggested by dotted lines. It is very easy to sketch the forms by the aid of these
Spacing can be regulated more mechanically in this alphabet than in any form. Of course this ruling is
squares.
not best for learning - for training the eye, but it is the quickest way to get perfect forms; perfect in length, width,
and spacing.
See how elaborate that U appears. How much larger it seems than the others, yet it was no larger before the
ornament was added. The & was first outlined; then irregular pebble outlines were drawn within and blacke d between them; then they were tinted and shaded to produce the proper relief. This style could be outlined and
shaded as in S.
The word Block was outlined as in the first line. Then shadowed with a black line to represent a beveled or
raised edge. Then tinted, and shadowed with a coarse pen. The word Ornament was first outlined with pencil;
then the black shade was drawn; next the dark, narrow shade; and then the wide shade. The stripes were added
last. The pencil lines were then erased.
As will be seen, the outline is suggested by the end stripes. By counting you will find twelve different styles of
letters on this page, and these styles represent but a few of what are possible. Can you not invent others equally as
Try as hard as the author did on the ones herewith and perhaps you can beat them.
good or better?
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AESTHETIC
How opposite this alphabet is from the preceding one! Here we have the opposite of the mechanical, the free
and unrestrained.
At first glance there appears to be nothing but disorder, chance and craziness, but in reality
there is order, system, study, harmony, and uniformity expressed.
As the name suggests, it appeals to one's higher
nature, a nature not measured by rule nor tested by mathematics.
' It requires a well trained eye to regulate the
spacing and curve the lines in such manner - as to add to its neighbors.
It requires but little ability to copy these
forms, but it does take study to arrange them into words where the relationship
of letters is changed.
The same
forms will not do then. As will be seen, the JE in the word at the bottom of the plate is vastly different ( especially
the E) from the ones in the alphabet.
So, also, are the small letters different.
It is this peculiar relationship
of
letters under different conditions that makes this alphabet particularly
difficult.
And unless you are somewhat
original it will be well not to atte~pt this style of lettering.
If you are persevering, painstaking and studious, there
is much to learn right here. No other style of lettering calls into play the use of the eye and the reasoning and
originating faculties as much as this. Not only must the letters be properly spaced and the lines properly curved
and harmonized, but the shades must be placed where they will produce the most pleasing effect. Under almost
any other circumstances the K, L and M, would have to be modified considerably;
also the R and S. The same
would be true of O,,, P and Q, and U, V, Wand X.
Do you wonder now where the order, the originality, and the study comes in?
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SINGLE-LINE CENTER, OR SICKLES ALPHABET
This alphabet is used very extensively wherever compactness and display are desfred. It is quite plain though
It occupies the maximum space possible, covering as it does,
not as plain as the Roman, Egyptian and Medial letters.
almost the entire surface of the paper where the letters occur. The spacing is about as mechanical as spacing can
It is easily and quickly
be, the strokes in . all the letters being the same in width and nearly all are perpendicular.
made because of the fewness and sameness of the strokes, and because it is generally used in outline form with a
It is capable of infinite variation and admits of no small amount of ornament and
broad, simple shadow beneath.
decoration.
It usually presents a massive, compact, simple appearance,
and shows to best advantage when placed
upon a graceful compound curve.
It is used extensively by engrossers because it enables them with pen and brush combined to secure the maximus effect with the minimum labor and time. Study the fine example on the following page.
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HEAVY BODY
the novel, grotesque and extreme. When we first saw su<'.h letters as this on posters, we thought
They now1ook amusing rather than grotesque,
But time, has eradicated the first impressions.
shocking.
is less regularity than we have deemed best to produce, but as models, we thought it better to
The first alphabet has but one heavy stroke in each letter, whereas in the second there are

We have here,
1
them quite crazy.
restful rather than
Usually there
have some system.
usually two .
There is no limit to variety in this class of letters. Each succeeding year the show bills contain new letters, a
number of which owe their existence to these forms. You may not recognize the inheritance, but it is usually there.
Where the letters are blacked in solid they need a shadow, as in the last line, to break their force and strength.
The H and I in the next to the last line are good examples of finish, neither flat nor violent in construction and
The Z's in the first alphabet offer good hints for ornament and development .
contrast.
For commercial advertising and novelties, these letters can be utilized. They are not ser iou s in their tone, nor
On the princip le that it takes
artistic, therefore, are not suited to memoria l engrossing no'r elegant illustrating.
all kinds of peop le to make a world, so does it take all sorts of character to comp lete an outfit of letters.
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ORNATE MEDIAL
To be able to grade the tinting from black
This alphabet offers a lesson in drawing as well as in lettering.
It is the diagonal dividto white without making abrupt changes requires clear ·perception and skill ful execution.
As will be seen, the lines are not very smooth nor str aight . The reason
ing line that requires careful handling.
If we had thought of smoothness and straightness of line it is likely that we woul d have failed in uniform
is this:
and gradual graduation from black to white and white to black. On the other hand, if graduation was the chief
requisite (and it was), to secure it we found it neces sary to use the voluntary force of mind to secure such res ult,
and to allow reflex action to attend to the execution of detail strokes. And not having mind especially upon quality
of line, they were accordingly somewhat rough.
But it is that slight roughness which reveals quickness and ease in execution and clearness in perception.
The longer you work at this line of art, the more fully you will realize that effect is worth more than fineness,
proportion more than detail and symmetry more than smoothness.
Sketch these letters plainly at first, then add the ornaments . Do not outline the forms in ink; simply u se the
This alphabet can be outlined, shaded, and shadowed on the same plan
pencil outline to guide you in the tinting.
that nearly all others have been. This peculiar tinting is given to illu strate how nea r ly all the forms could be
executed, and all the other styles of finish and construction are given to show thi s Ornate Medial could be worked.
Thus you see that no one finish belongs to any one alphabet, nor no one style of letter to any one style of ornament.

)
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SHADING
It represents the side and bottom of a letter as well a s
The first line represents what is generally termed shading.
the face. It is simple if you once get the principle clearly in mind. Draw pencil guide lines from the corners of the let ters at an angle of 45 °. Then outline with pencil the shape of the shade, keeping the general contour of the shade the same
as the outline of the letter next the shade. The space between the letter and the shade should be wide where the shade
Vertical and horizontal lines cast the same width shade, while those
is wide and narrow where the shade is narrow.
running in the direction of the left side of an A cast the widest, and those running in the opposite direction the narrowest
shade.
A little study reveals that this shadow is an
Line two illustrates the principles of what we term a flat shadow.
exact counterpart of the letter and a little removed to the right and below the letter.
Line three illustrates a shadow in perspective and is the most difficult. Some dotted diagrams are given to show the
mechanical construction of shadows, but as a rule they are sketched freehand, and can thus usually be made accurate
enough for artistic and practical purposes.
The last line reveals how "easy" it is to make letters by merely suggesting their shadow edges. To get the suggestion correct, sketch in pencil the whole letter, and outline in ink only the right and lower sides.
Study, measure, test, draw, and experiment and you will soon see the secret of shading, shadowing or blocking letters. Then you will wonder why others, also, cannot see it plainly.
For ordinary quick engrossing, shading is usually done with diluted ink or water color with a broad pen or brush.
To do this, turn the left side of the paper towards the body and start shading on the right side of the paper, on the last
You must
lettering.
letter, working towards the left side. The pen should be held in same position as in broad-pen
understand the principles of shading before you can shade in this free hand manner. (See pages 123 and 126 for good
examples of diluted ink shading.)
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Draw 45 ° lines to
Study it carefully.
The above heading by E. A. Lupfer is a good example of shaded Old English.
the right and bottom of letters, then outline the shape of the shade with pencil accurately before putting in ink lines.
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WASH DRAWING BYE. L. BROWN
Provide yourself with brushes, tray s for mixing color, 2 or 3-p ly
cardboard, waterproof ink, coarse and fine pens, ordinary or parallel ruler, and you will be ready to make a beginning. The cardboard should have
a dull finish to take the color well. Whatman's papers are excellent
When it comes to brushes we say that a poor brush is mighty mean. Th e
variety and grades of brushes is large, and prices range from 35c u p
' "··'
Winsor & Newton's brown water color sa ble brushes are quite sat isfac
- -----'
tory, No. 3 size costs 55c each. For practice purpo ses use Payne's gray ~ -----and lamp black. There is a knack in handling color that can only be
acquired by practice. It is our endeavor to start the beginner with the
simp lest designs and lead him step by step to the most elaborate engrossing.
One of the faults of the beginner is to use too little color in the bru sh, and his work ha s muddy, spotted appearance.
He is "afraid of the color," as artists say, and his painting lack s breadth and transpa r ency. After mixing the color with
the brush well filled with color proceed to wash the surface of the squar.e, beginning at the top and working downwar d as
shown by Fig. 1. Tilt the drawing just a little and the color will have a tendency to run down war d. Keep a puddle of color
on the edge and carry same along over the space. The result sho uld be like that shown in Fig. 2. In Fig. 3, the clouded
effect is obtained by placing some color in the square and blendin g same off with another brush filled with pure water .
Begin with tone marked one and wash over entire space, and when this wash is
Fig. 4 shows three separate washes.
Fig. 5 is made up of simple washes. Study it carefully, and keep
perfectly dry wash in No. 2 and 3 in the same manner.
Use a free brush, so called, in other wor ds a brush well filled with color.
your washes clean and transpartne.
Persi stent efforts after repeated failures will win success. Remember the word, go on- what others ha ve done you
can do.

Make your copy of this lesson at least twice as large as the cut, and be sure to pencil the form and proportions with
care. Th e battle is more than half won when a good drawing is obtained. Next mix your color, two quantities, one with
a little more body than the other, and with some of the pale color in a clean pen, outline t he leaves and roses . When
this is done erase a ll pencil lines and proceed with the washes . Keep your tones clean and transparen t, esp ecially in the
Chinese wh ite is also u sed for high light s.
shadows. Leave the white paper for the highest ligh ts as far as possible.
Figure 1 shows the effect after the fir st washes, and Figu r e 2 the complete design. For sim ilar designs turn to pages 78,
80, 94, 95 and 100.
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The most important thing in the
The drawing and development of the vase is presented for your attention.
These should be clean and transhalftones.
the
is
obtained,
is
development of a design after the drawing in outline
parent and of the proper depth of color, in other words not too dark.
Figure No. 1 shows the effect of the first wash, and Figures 2 and 3 the final washes. Use strong color in the
darkest values and blend off to the lighter tones with a brush slightly moistened with clean water . Don't be afraid
of your color, fill brush well with color and work quickly toward the lighter parts of the design, then let the
washed surface dry completely before applying other washes.

of color values. First make a pencil outline of the lettering, then trace
This copy shows a good arrangement
in waterproof ink. Make your copy at least twice as large as the cut. After the ink is added erase all pencil lines
Outline the shading with a hard pencil. The white b~vel on the left and top of letter s shou ld
with a soft rubber.
be uniform in width. Beginners should use guide lines whenever the tone s must be unifo r m in width, as such line s
lessen the problems to content with in obtaining clean, uniform and tran spar ent values. In adding the background
put color on wher e darkest values occur and blend off to the white paper.
Turn to page
Al ways see that your brush is well filled with color, and work quickly to attain the best results.
114 for further instruction.
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RESOLUTIONS

The engrossing of resolutions, memorials and testimonials, ha s become such a voluminous business that special
attention should be given to it by all penmen who wi sh to make the most financially from their pen. A resolution
intended for an office, lodge room, or any public place should be prepa r ed for framing but where it is to be pre sented to an individual it is prope r to prepare it in album form.
Stock, flexible album covers are more convenient to use than a sp ecial cover made by a book binder, and are less
The leaves are held together by a small ribbon, but in more expensive ones made by book binder s they
expensive.
are bound like a book. The pen work appears on the right hand side of each page only, as t he back is left blank.
After determining the number of pages the work is to occupy, it is well to make a dummy and numbe r each
page before starting the pen work to avoid mi stakes. Lay out each page the same as you would any piece of wor k.
In a first-class resolution the entire resolution is carefully outlined in pencil to sec ure proper spaci ng, arrangement, etc., and is proof-read before the work is started in ink. This prevents mistakes in spe lling which otherwise
are likely to be made. Practical experience alone will teach you the quickest and mo st profitable way of outlining
work. A high priced resolution must be more carefully outlined than a cheap one. Keep all page s uniform in size
and harmonious in style, design, etc.
It is advisable to employ some one style of let t er in one album and some other sty le in t he next album. It is
not so easy to make each one di st inct when many sty les of lettering are used in each. In architectu re, in house
decoration and furni shings, in clothing, etc., the be st always consists of some dominent idea, style or tone.
Simplicity lasts longer than elaboratenes s. It is always safest, therefore, to avoid mixture of styles, such as
Few engrossers do this but
Gothic and Roman or Old English and German Texts or Roundhand and Spencerian.
the tendency is in that direction and the coming engrossing product will be less conglomerate but more in accordance
with enduring taste than in the past.
The style, ornament and elaborateness of a resolution depends to a great extent upon the price a customer
desires to pay. Always give full val ue, but when the amount paid is sma ll it would be foolish to give an elaborate
piece of work.
The great majority of resolutions are
Prices vary greatly in diffirent localitie s and with different engrossers.
gotten out for from $25.00 to $50 .00, using lettering for headings and scrip t for the body. Where higher prices are
Some find a cheap class
paid, more ornament is used, such as · initial letters , borders, etc., as well as illumination.
of resolutions nets them a good income, for a resolution can be gotten out in a few hours by u sing unret ouched
lettering and script which is not so exact tn detail but good in gene ra l appearance.
The wise engrosser will work to keep price s up which will enable him to give better work. U se business
ability in getting busine ss and in handling it, a nd you are sure to succeed .

A photograph of an album. No work ever appears on the
side of the page. Some albums cost as much as $1,000.
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The Madarasz
Memorial
Album
herewith presented
is well worth
studying and imitating.
Notice how
cleverly Madarasz's
profession
has
been suggested on the second and
third pages by the quills and pen. The
ability to draw and illustrate can be
used to good advantage in engrossing.
The wash work and colors lend a softness and beauty to the lettering which
is quite pleasing.
Resolutions of this
quality bring from one hundred dollars up.
This album was prepared
Dennis.
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PLANNING A RESOLUTION
After deciding upon the size of paper you wish to use, get the center and outside margin lines or limit border
for the pen work. Next write or letter a line of the body on scrap paper the same size and length as you intend
to make the work on the resolution.
By so doing you can determine how many lines of script or lettering the material you intend to engross will make. The heading should come next. If compound curved heading is desired
proceed as illustrated
in the lay-out on the next page.
With a string (which will not stretch) or a compass, make the center curve of the heading (in which General
Assembly is lettered), then draw the two long horizontal straight lines just below the center curve, letting the top
straight line touch the bottom curved line. These straight lines (which are the same distance apart as the curved
lines) serve as guide lines for sketching in free hand the short ending c.urves of the arched curve. ( See following
page.)
Always rule vertical guide lines for lettering on curves as shown by dotted vertical lines in the lay-out.
Lettering on curves in resolutions should never be slanted toward the center of the design, as printers are compelled
to do. Sometimes lettering on simple curves is slanted forward to advantage.
After getting the heading outlined, and knowing how many lines and subheadings will be needed, you can
easily plan the body. The lines in the last paragraph
can be put closer together or wider as desired to make the
resolution fill the space. The space left for signatures and subheadings
can be widened or narrowed
as desired.
Subheadings can be put in the center on a line by themselves or to the left, followed by body material.
In this
way space can be saved or covered as desired.
After you have lettered in headings and written or lettered the body, retouch and add shading, flourishing,
underscores, and ornament to help out the design where needed. A $20.00 piece of work can frequently be made to
look like a $30.00 one, by adding a little embellishment.
,vhere a word is misspelled it can easily be corrected by erasing with an ordinary pencil eraser.
Seldom use
a sand eraser on good work for it leaves the surface rough and is dangerous to work over it without spoiling the
job. The rough places can be smoothed somewhat by scraping off the fuzz with a sharp knife and rubbing the surface
of the paper with the handle.
Unless you learn to be resourceful, you will have to do many pieces of work over.
Use art gum in cleaning lines and finger prints from your work.
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A beautiful

<

page by C. L. Cook.
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AND~SEVEN.
EN HCJN!JRJ;D
'

This album page and the three on the following pages by P. W. Costello are good studies in wash work.
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77
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A good study in ornament

and arrangement

79

by P. W. Costello.

This resolution

was prepared

80

by Norman

Tower.
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This excellent specimen of engrossing is from the head and hand of Mr. P. W. Costello, Scranton, Pa.
The original is in colors and therefore much more attractive than here.
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The originals

of many of the resolutions presented
more attractive.
This resolution

in this book were in colors and therefore
was engrossed by P. W. Costello.
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much

86

87

The heading contains excellent
There is much on this page for the student to study and imitate.
ideas of treating headings to give them solidity. Pick up ideas here and there so that you can apply
them to your own work. The above is from Costello.
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album prepared
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worth careful study.
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Occasions like the visit of Lloyd George to America as well as the death of prominent individuals call
for resolutions to be engrossed.
A high class, well known eng r osser has no trouble in securing work
to do.
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This masterpiece by W. A. Baird hangs on the walls of the Zaneri an College, Columbus, 0., and is an
Like much of the work
inspiration to hundreds of persons studying penmanship and engrossing.
You are urged to
presented in this book, it cannot be fully appreciated without seeing the original.
visit the Zanerian and see this as well as other masterpieces.
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Anyone who learn s to do ex cellent work like t he abo ve by C. L. Cook of th e H arris E ngr oss in g Studi o
of Chicago can ea sily develop a very profit able eng r ossing bu sin ess .
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To the left is presented the out line
of the resolution to the right before
any brush work was added. It was
done mainly with a broad lettering
pen. Thi s gives a splendid idea how
the scroll work mu st be
carefully
worked out in detail before applying
scr oll
color. Unles s the foundation
work and lettering is carefully done
the final result will be a disappointment.
Color lines should be broad and
massive rather than narrow, slender
or weak. Study the graceful , harmoniou s curves and equal di st r ibut ion
of lines and values.
The background of the initial letters are in gold and ought to be put in
fir st before any color is la id on .
The gold may be in serted in either
of two ways: Gold leaf or brick gold
which is brushed on evenly with a
brush similar to laying on color. For
the beginner the latter method is the
A small brick of gold costs
easiest.
in the neighborhood of $1.50. A little
gum arabic dissolved in the water w ill
insure its stiGking to the mate r ia l on
which the work is done, either a
smooth or satin finished brist ol boa r d,
parchmen t or
(Reynold s preferred)
vellum. After laying on the gold and
when same is dry it is necessary to
cover it with a piece of glazed paper
and rub over sa me very briskly wit h
a burni shing tool. Thi s presses the
small particles of gold ink into a flat
even surface, which may be lef t in
that shape with a dull fini sh or burnished by the use of the same tool
after removing the paper covering.

The supple effects in some of the
is made with an agate
background
They
point made for that purpose.
may be put in very carefully as to location of the dots or they may be of
The capital
the hit or miss variety.
letters in line "Board of Directors"
National Bank" are in
and "Third
gold. The small letters in the latter
line are in two shades of purple putting on the lighter shade first.
The small letter of the line Hon.
Wm. Connell are in two shades of
green, the capitals W. & C. in two
shades of red u sing a mixture of vermilion and Chinese white.
The large "T" at the top in three
shades of red and the "H" beneath it
in two shades of red. The remaining
two large initials in two shades of
green obtained by mixing Emerald
green and Chinese white. The mixing
of Chinese white with any other color
which in itself may be transparent
gives a solid opaque color. If the se
heavy color s are put on fir st, where
they are u sed in connection with gold
background it is utterly impossible to
properly burnish the gold.
The large initial s might be alternated in red and green if the engro ss er sees fit and probably might
look better that way. The ornament in
this particular job is put in in transparent washe s of light purple, greens,
blues and red s of two shades of each
color, and a reproduction can give no
idea of what pretty effects may be
produced in color. Let the student use
hi s own judgment a s to the arrangement of the color s mentioned.
The shading of the different di splay
line s in the Hon. William Connell re solutions a re put on in light wa shes of
The
and purple.
green
alternate
g r een is Hooker s and a little lamp black and the purple a combination of
crimson lake and Persian blue.
The little circles scattered throughout the work are filled with burnished
gold. The white doe s in the initial letters are Chinese w hite.
One thing is ab solutely certain, that
illumin a ting is the most fa scinating
of the variou s style s used in th e engrossing busine ss.
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The two masterpieces
Study the simplicity

above show the wonderful skill and versatility of W. E. Dennis, who was considered the dean of engrossers.
and elegance of the honor roll, and the skillful, unique way in which the photos were decorated.
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Two excellent pieces by P. W. Costello.
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Engro sser s a r e called upon to execute variou s thing s in va r iou s way s. The a bove invitation wa s prepared
pa ge wer e pre pared by P. W. Costell o,

on a regul a r lette r head.
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Ano t her elegant ly prepared specime n of engrossing from the st u dio of
W . E. Dennis, who was one of Amer ica's finest engrossing artists.

The a ir br u sh can be use d to good advantage by engrossers
th is spec imen by E. C. Marlatt.
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Each specimen has something
Costello's fountain of ideas seems inexhaustible.
different, something worth special attention.

A beautifully

illuminated poem by A. M. Grove, who is one of
America's finest engrossers.
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As the above indicates, an engrosser

can use any amount of art ability.

You can make no mistake by studying art in connection with engrossing.
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By E. C. Marlatt.
From the Dennis Studio.
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H. C. Rice, who engrossed the prayer above, is one of the most carefu l,
·
painstaking men in the profession.

An attractive

adver _tisement

prepared

by C. W. Norder,

Pittsburgh.

SPLATTER ,voRK
Second, cut it out carefully
design and draw in pencil outline the shield, including strips, on cardboard.
Cut out only the blue field and red stripes. Preserve the large pattern.
Fourth, outThird, use the pattern to secure an outline the same size and shape on another sheet of paper.
Fifth, letter the heading, including the words Senate Chamb er,
line in pencil head and base lines for all wording.
Sixth, erase pencil lines
write Columbus, 0., letter or write the lines following until the whole has been engrossed.
and clean the whole. Seventh, shade the lettering with a broad pen , using watered ink or inky water, turning the
paper part way round from the position it occupied while lettering it. Eighth, flouri sh about the letter s. Ninth,
lay the pattern over the engrossing, and with a tooth brush saturated with diluted ink (from sponge cup may do)
brush it rapidly back and forth over a window screen held horizontally a few inches above the design. This will
cause ink to fall in a gentle mist, creating a soft, gray tint, more beautiful than it appears after it has been engraved. Remove the pattern and you will have white stripes and margin, the pattern having protected those parts.
The shield alone being
The original of the accompanying design was 15x20 inches, allowing 5 inches margin.
10x15 inches. Stars may be created by cutting them out of bits of paper and laying them about over the upper
and below the heading.
part of the design-above
First,

with a sharp, pointed knife.

110

GRAY CARDBOARD
This design was made with brush and pen, principally the former, and black (India) and white (Chinese) ink
with
The design was first drawn with pencil on a sheet of white paper and then transferred
on gray cardboard.
tracing paper to the gray sheet. The two sides being the same shape, but one -was drawn originally and then reThen the shadows and dark tones in
versed. The lettering was done first with a broad pen in the usual manner.
the design were put on with a brush. Then the white lines were put beneath the lettering, and the initial T wa s
the darks, were put on with a
Then the sharp white edges (the high lights), which counterbalance
decorated.
The white coating, which gives it a marble-like
small pointed brush, the same as the darks (No. 1 Sable hair.)
This coating was rather thin. You can successfully go over black
effect, was laid on last with a larger brush.
with white, but not over white ink with black ink. The black ink was simply India ink thinned with water.
This brush work at first appears difficult, but when one is once accustomed to handling the brush in water
colors, it is simple, quick and effective.
Learn to draw.
Knowledge of, and skill in drawing, is the secret of success in this class of engrossing.
Investigate the laws of harmony, grace symmetry, etc. Be a student
Observe lights and shades. Study contrast.
of the beautiful in nature and in art.
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The
on a sheet of white cardboard.
The accompanying illustration was first designed daintily with pencil
the shado w
also
was
as
pen,
a
with
in
put
was
heading
the
of
s
letter
black shadow line between and below the
shadow of the heading was laid on with a bru sh,
edge of is as old as history. Then the script was written. Then the
water and India ink. The various tones of
of
solutions
different
first the heavy and then the light shade, with
In one there may be water, in
are desired.
color are produced by having as many little dishes as different tones
her mo re ink and le ss water.
anot
in
and
water,
of
spoonful
a
another ink, in another a drop or two of ink and
design with considerable care
the
to
applied
is
liquid
the
brushes
hair
sable
medium
and
With two or three small
water.
and
until you are familiar ;with the management of the brush
light tone of color applied to the light porThe scrolls and brick must be suggested with pencil, then the
light but not until the first is dry. Build
the
of
Put the dark on top
tions and the dark to the darker portions.
the expectation of going over them with
with
s
light
the
over
work
not
Do
up the darks gradually and be patient.
wh ite ink.
places in the script . Put in the mortar lines
Put in the bricks last. Suggest them wh erever t here are open
in each brick with a broad, flat bru sh, bristle will
first wit h a sma ll, pointed brush, using dark color. Then wash
to illu stra te a beveled effect.
as
so
brick
each
of
do, leaving narrow space at the top and left
and three times as wide as here given.
long
as
times
three
about
was
n
illustratio
this
The original of
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HIGH GRADE TITLE PAGE BY SAMUEL D. HOLT
To create the title page for an engrossed album presented herewith, first make a light pencil sketch of the
It should be
entire design.
Too many-especially
beginners-place
insufficient
value upon the pencil sketch.
<:omplete and very carefully done. If there is any one thing that should be impressed upon the learner of this
course it is this, that the original draft should be perfect, so far as execution is concerned.
After a letter is
,once inked in it is a difficult matter to make a change, but with a pencil line it is different, and frequently, after
a design is completed, the importance of changes is noted. This would not be the case if the penciling process be
,correctly done.
After the pencil work has been accomplished, the next step will be to put in the background, washing it in
with Prussian blue and lamp black_, mixed in water.
For the initial T two shades of black were used-vermilion
If
shaded with crimson lake. The background of the initial side of the circle can be made of gold or aluminum.
gold be used it will be necessary to buy a brick, and put it on with the brush.
Many who wish to raise the
gold, giving it the impression of being thick, put a little Chinese white on first, and then cover that with the gold.
In lettering the words, care must be taken in putting in the shadow. Of course there are many who cannot letter
well and until one has practiced spacing and securing desired effects his work will not be pleasing to the eye.
In practicing this design it might be well for the beginner, especially, to make his work about twice as large
as shown here. There is a growing field for penmen who wish to be something more than "Capital Connecters,"
and the field lies in this line of work. Every city with a population of 3,000 or over should have its Engrossing
Artist.
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design for a Christmas card.
A very appropriate
Size over all about 10
sketch.
The design was first carefully drawn with pencil from a rough preliminary
Letters in word Christmas 2½ inches
x14 Panel enclosing scroll three inches wide and that of initial "C" 2¾x4.
high. Use water-proof India ink on all drawing and lettering to be finished in color.
of green and red. Mix Hooker's green No. 2 with a little Payne's gray, and Chinese
Color Scheme-Shades
white. With a thin wash of this mixture cover background of panel also face of scroll. When this wash is
However, do not cover scroll work with
thoroughly dry, put in background with a deeper tone of same mixture.
Aim for eventhis wash. Work around edges carefully leaving face of scroll in the lighter tone for contrast.
Next outline scroll work with a No. 4 lettering pen and India ink
ness of tone in all the different washes.
Rule lines enclosing initial "C" and scroll work. Initial "C" should be in red with ornaments in
(waterproof).
a light green tone. Complete the lettering next in order, giving the form, character and spacing of letters the
Initials "A," "H," "0," and "R" in red outlined in black. Shade letters in green using
most careful attention.
a "free brush," that is a brush well filled with color, and this will give your washes clearness and transparency.
flavor, and should be drawn in the simplest and most
The mask of Santa Claus gives the design an appropriate
direct manner for effective results . Use Chinese white for lines and dots, and for washes wherever a tone should
be lightened for contrast and effect.
the benefit of those who never attempted color work, we would suggest the following outColor Outfit-For
A few colors will be sufficient
Don't try to use cheap brushes.
fit: 2 Brown Sable No . 7 brushes, best quality.
Hooker's green, No. 2, Ivory black, New Blue, Prussian blue,
for simple pieces of illumination, named as follows:
Payne's gray in a beautiful shade and one that the
Yellow ochre, Crimson lake, Vermillion and Chinese white.
This is a simple inexpensive outfit
A few pans for mixing colors will be necessary.
engrosser can use frequently.
and should not cost over three dollars.
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Lay off design in usual manner giving special attention to the form and action of the scroll work which is
made the principle part of the design. Make your pencil drawing complete in detail before inking. Block in text
very roughly for spacing only . Apply color first. The ground back of the scroll is reddish brown, obtained by a
mixture of Vermilion, Crimson Lake and Prussian Blue and Chinese White to give op a queness or a velvet-like apUse color quite thick. When background is finished, outline scroll with a No. 5 pen and water-proof
pearance.
ink and your work will now appear strong and snappy when before it appeared weak and indistinct.
Mix a bluish green composed of Hooker's Green No. 2 and Payne's Gray, making a thin wash for scroll work.
The very delicate color outlining
After applying this wash, add the color a little thicker for the shaded parts.
part of border can be obtained by a mixture of light red and cobalt. Lastly add Chinese White in a common pen
for tracing and dots on background and initial "R".
Care in mixture and application of colors is of the utmost importance for succes s, and no one should become
discouraged by failure to obtain the desired effect s on the start.
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We give herewith a design for title
or first page, which is full of ideas for
students in decorative drawing.
album is about
Size of an average
7x10. Leather covers cost from $3.50 upSheepskin can also be u sed for
wards.
Cut
covers tied with narrow ribbon.
paper so each sheet folded will make
four pages.
First make a rough sketch of design,
aiming only for general effect and balance of the design. Next follow with a
detail drawing, giving critical attention
to initials "T," "A," and "R," and scroll
The scroll work will demand
work.
much study before a pleasing, graceful
Aim for bold,
style can be mastered.
graceful curves, and proper arrangement
Use a 4-H hard pencil on
of masses.
your detail drawing.
Mix Prussian blue, Payne's gray and
Chinese white with considerable body and
of sufficient quantity to complete the
principal washes. The light tones were
obtained by thin washes of the same
color. Wash in border using a thin wash
of gray, aiming for evenness in the tone.
Carry this wash over scroll work leaving
After this wash
panel for initial "T."
dry, add the background
is thoroughly
which must be uniform in tone . Note
of light and
the treatment
carefully
to combine
Aim
work.
scroll
shade in
delicacy and strength in these washes.
A delicate hue was obtained by a few
touches of Crimson Lake and Chinese
white. Be su_re to use a generous quantity of white in all washes, as proper
tone quality cannot be obtained by transparent color.
Initials "T" and "A" in shades of red
"R" in shades
with gold background.
of gray on gold ground, and J in red.
Use Vermilion, Crimson Lake and White
for red. When color becomes thoroughly
dry outline initials and scroll work with
a No. 5 broad pen and waterproof ink,
to give your color work strength and
character.
Underscore lines with red, and add
little touches here and there according to
your best taste and judgment. Always be
sure, however, that these little touches
enhance the artistic effect of your work.
The other pages of the album should
be similar in design but less elaborate.
The shield and decoration must first be
drawn in pencil and care should be used
to preserve the swing of the design. Out line the pencil drawing in water-proof
ink and make a careful study of the color
You
values before adding the - wash.
may make many attempts before you obtain a satisfactory drawing bu t don't get
discouraged . Well directed effor t wins
succe ss . Similar designs can be used for
many purposes, including cover s, headings, etc. Students should cultivate their
ingenuity in adopting designs to various
purposes, and while their work may not
be entirely original it will certainly bear
of the artist.
the characteristics
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This illuminated album page was executed on pages cut to sixe 9x12 inches
The
of Reynolds 3-ply bristol board.
following is a brief description of the
color scheme employed for this particular page and used also for the balance of
the work.
The initial "W" was rendered in two
shades of red, with gold background and
outlined in black.
should be sup·
The gold background
plied first whenever the same is to be
of the
to avoid scratching
burnished
color in the event of it being the first to
be laid on.
The red is a mixture of vermilion and
The vermilion is in itChinese white.
self an opaque color and the addition of
the Chinese white furnishes the lighter
of the two shades.
The bar in the border is done in dark
secred and French blue in alternating
tions, and is flanked on either side by
burnished gold.
The trailing or twisting ornament in
the border is in dark red, French blue
and green, each color mixed with Chinese white.
The sprays of flowers are in washes
of blue , purple and crimson lake and the
leaves in green.
The dots in the border are Chinese
white and burnished gold, and the stripes
in Chinese white and Naples yellow, the
latter being used in the green portion of
the ornament.
The shading of the letters in the text
is done with a purple wash obtained by
the mixture of crimson lake and Prussian
blue. The initials of the name, James
R. Nicholson, are in red and dots in the
small letters in burnished gold.
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By A. M. Grove
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This piece of work by P. W. Costello
will serve to show the student of engrossing one more of the various kinds of
work the engrosser of the present day is
called upon to turn out in his profession.
The engrossed quotation was taken from
It was therefore
address.
a patriotic
that the flag itself
deemed appropriate
be made the central and most conspicuous
If the general lay
part of the design.
out of a piece of work be inappropriate,
it matter;; not how skillfully the work
may be executed, the result in all probto
ability will be far from satisfactory
a discerning customer.
The original of this piece of work was
executed on a sheet of three-ply kid finish bristol board 15x20 inches in size.
The initial letters of the words "Star
Spangled Banner" were done in vermilion mixed with Chinese white and the
colors of red, white
flag in its natural
The bars of the flag were
and blue.
washed in with varying tints of crimson
lake. Lay in the lighter wash first and
when quite dry add more color to the
The backwash for the darker tints.
ground of the starry field may be done in
Prussian blue and the white stars painted
on top of it with Chinese white.
of the flag
The clouded background
and the large initial "T" was rendered
in a wash of blue and the shading on the
The initial is
letters in crimson lake.
in purple obtained by mixing crimson
lake with Prussian blue, the background
of gold and the ornament in crimson lake.
The lettering outside of that already described was executed in waterproof black
ink and the white striping in Winsor &
Newton's permanent white, using a fine
steel pen .
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The origina l of the copy sho wn in
thi s page was wro ught in green wit h
red for backgro und of in itia l "N" and
is qu ite effective and altogethe r pleasing . A good spec imen of practic al en gro ss ing of to day.
Pencil init ia l an d scroll work in detai l, aiming for symmetry in the
cu rve s and acc u racy of fo r m. Trace
in ink when you feel su r e tha t the
pe n cil dra wing is correct in all respect s. It pays to be particu lar. Next
lay off the let t erin g giving arr ange ment and spac ing close at tent ion .
Write t he text wit h a No . 3 br oad pen.
The text is a modification of the en gros sing hand and is full of grace and
dash.
Color . T he gr een was obta ined by
m ix ing Payne's Gray with Ho oker's
Green No . 2. F or t he r ed, Vermil ion,
Crimson Lake with a few touches
each of Chinese White and Ivory
Black. In add ing t h e was hes be su re
t hat you r brus h is well filled wit h
color . The fia t uni for m tone border
will test your sk ill in handling color.
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The scroll work is complex yet every stroke has a meaning.
Harmony is the key note of every pleasing design, of every beautiful picture.
Remember this fact, and aim to avoid discordant lines and false color notes in
all of your work.
Size of original 13½x7½ inches. The border must be penciled very carefully.
The line, "Season's Greetings to You," may be penciled for character and spacing of lettering.
The smaller
lettering may be spaced only, and then written with a No. 3 broad pen. Outline scroll work with a No. 4 broad
pen. Small dots quite regularly spaced for background. The thickness of stroke outlining border and scroll work
should be uniform.
The stippled initials are in pleasing contrast to the solid back text letters.
This design was gotten up for a card to be printed in full color. We would suggest that you buy some cards
It is difficult indeed to write instructions
of sufin color as you will find them a great help in these lessons.
ficient clearness to enable the student to produce harmonious color work from a design printed in black. However, form is of the utmost importance and color can be mastered by close study of good specimens.
But unless you
erect your structure of art knowledge on a foundation of good drawing it will surely fall.
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CERTIFICATES AND DIPLOMAS
Diplomas are outlined or designed in the same manner as resolution s. The name of the school is u sually
It is u sually larger and contains
the most important part and, therefore, should be the most onspicuou s part.
more ornament than the rest of the diploma. It is very important to carefully outline the entire de sign in pencil
in order to get balance.
It is worth considerably more money to prepare a diploma in pu r e In dia ink for eng rav ing than to prepare
it in thin ink not for engraving, from $40.00 to $100.00, being fair p r ice s for the former while the latter can be
pen diplomas are ordered in large numbe rs, one
made for from $5.00 to $10.00 and up. Where $5.00 fresh-from-theOne can make the lay- :mt on all, then the heading s, and then follo w with the
can make them quite profitably.
The large r the quantity the lower the
than if each were completed separately.
body much more advantageously
be.
cost should
In making copies of the diploma s herewith, per son s who are not good in pen draw ing sh ould omit the school
The present day tendency is to omit them. Make drawings at least twice the size of the copie s.
buildings.
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A be a ut if ul thr ee color members hi p cer tificate by C. W . Norder.
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This sp ecimen and the one to the r ight is from
the pen of H. C. Rice.
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TITLE PAGE OR ROSS PAPER
The paper is purThis design was made with pencil and knife instead of with pen as might be supposed.
It is not only ruled but "ribbed" or creased at
chased already ruled and tinted as shown by the background.
By drawing a pencil across its surface a cross-hatch, dark tone or shade is produced
right angles to the ruling.
as shown in the shadows and the word "Wreath ." By scraping the paper with a knife a lighter tone is produced as shown in the high lights, scroll, flowers, etc.
The paper or cardboard has a coated, chalk-like surface which scrapes easily, or upon which an oiled or lithographic pencil works well and engraves successfully.
to the Ross paper,
Designs of this sort are first created on ordinary paper and then carefully transferred
It is a quick method of securing good printpreferably with blue as it is not so apt to show up in the engraving.
It is purely a commercial art type of work and not intended for framing.
ing results of a wood cut like nature.
It is quickly executed because only the lights and darks need to be produced, and they are done by simple processes
and easy mediums.
Some cartoonists employ
This design offers a good example in symmetry or balance, of a mechanical type.
T. Nast used it with telling effect, and others.
this kind of paper.
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From the studio of H . W. Strickland,
D. W . Huff, Meadville, Pa. Commercial College.
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Philadelphia,

Pa.

DESIGNING
art of grouping and creating forms in such a manner as to tell a truth or to ornament one, is
Designing-The
To be a practical designer means that one
The basic principle of designing is drawing.
well worth studying.
But after this ability is acquired there is much more to be done. One
should be able to draw almost anything.
must have some originality in him by nature as well as by acquirement, to become expert in designing.
Drawing leads to designing in that it causes the eye to observe form, color, light and shade, contrast, groupDrawing causes one to obing, etc. Originality consists chiefly in grouping that which has been seen separately.
serve and depict pleasing contrasts of light and shade and form, and designing depends upon these things.
They usually illustrate some truth or fact and at the same
Designs are, as a rule, truthful and decorative.
It derives its material from nature
useful things.
ornamenting
Decoration is the art pf
time express beauty.
to mathematical exactness.
conform
them
making
by
ed
conventionaliz
as
forms
Natural
geometry.
and
of contrast but not of diselements
contain
should
They
harmonious.
and
balanced
well
be
should
Designs
there should be contrast s.
and
harmony
be
should
cord. They should be neither monotonous nor striking. There
mind.
designer's
the
in
uppermost
be
Truth and beauty should
Designs take no small amount of
This is a kind of work that machines cannot do because it takes brains.
A good designer enters into the spirit of the thing to be illustrated and
thought, taste, judgment, and originality.
adopts and adapts things to that paricular purpose.
They are also
The following designs are given to illustrate the things of which we have been speaking.
Lettering is an essential part of degiven to show how lettering may be applied advantageously in designing.
There is much to learn about lettering to adapt it to a particular purpose and space. It is far more
signing.
It requires patience, skill, detail, judgment, and
flexible than type and less mechanical, if done by a master.
originality.
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First locate and sketch in outline with pencil the bells, church, and smaller illustrations.
After this use India ink, but for the lettering use a flexible pen.
gest lettering.
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The hemlo\!k deserves your serious attention . Study how the dark background and shadows serve to
make the snow effect. Study the unstudied effect in the lettering, and then create a whole alphabet of
harmonious characters.
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-wake
·ruluo1ces
o1~ourh
rheshnllsound
Where

.
pure14mph
asrheclear
echo,
Theshriller
.
drops
in rwinklm~
rrees,
1har1romrhewounded
n1rhemorn.
bn~hrness
midrheqoldrn
falls,
pails,ando,r,
bnmm1n~
Jn w1rh
Js~orhered

C'

'

~ng
Study the perspective principle a s revealed in the relative size and location of trees. The lett~ :i,:
will demand much care. See the "wreath s of smoke," suggestive outlines which form t he tree s, ~tc.
Make a whole alphabet of thi s style letter.
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fe:ili~ely
I\J.s:!1/
R.~er f\OW
Jfl~ro~h tk_et\Jrrow.sFlod.s o.lo~,
011:31r'l3to H'\e.
creo.km3 plo\J3~
Mo.ry

o. 9\Jo.mt

old cou l\+-ry.so~;

M.orf\1r"1_3
ri~.s,

-As~e .s11,_3.s
\~ ,;.-.
~,Wit-K
~~- Ero1se ot ott\er <iJpr1r'l_3.s.
1

:~:~
r ~-'
~.f -./l;J i;F~
r ,; (.;
Gc'r(
c~;,,

.

. ..
1

· '(,_;;

'

~--~r~~~?()>
/

/i·t.

ir'I every

sc~ool
'~-~·:
_ _
\vi5h_ o.Wby' -rK,e·weory ho\Jr.s, /~:6'.;,~_,
·- ,,[C)oubl~ I\OW +key teel -lie rule
,. '\'. ---'•- ·
~~

\

drel"\

t\OW

l&o.rri"3-H\emfrom
How

1

bud.s ,md fowers,

11\ey
s~our,
w C MNNfT1

fc)out\d 11"\_3
ou-r,
Llo.f\e::, Md j,e.ld.s-roro.ce o.bout~~ - ·
The serious and the frolicsome "teams" should each be studied carefully. The rear view of the former
is much simpler than the front view of the latter. Study effect of color in the first and of shadow in
the second. Don't overlook nor overdraw the lettering. Use coarse, smooth pen for lettering.

___________
,._~~

(0l)Q0rt~m~rrq
lo.rh<lorn
~ii~

Willibissongffi'<S(lmm'<r
bo(n.s,
00~rh1irn~srsrD<20W0-Ilowsb0ijq
ID [1)'{
1'00f-SC\D<i
ropsoi row'<r-S,
fm~ rD'<sol~'<t)
r>room-ilow'<r
b0ros
0!! o-~OUrrD'<
Wo.Sf<2,
=- _
fm~t'D'<r»°'i~~t)
~°'~
r~r(ffDS ~-=--~WIrh °'pr«rrq
hMr«
,.
I
fh«0,howm1rr~?\r~rh1l1mQs
f00 0\lmm~rrim'<.sl
1'0~$prio$__
B~rr~
~omwo.11.

The swallows and lettering need careful attention. The perspective of the former and the angles
of the latter will demand study. Note how the one swallow has been placed where the lines of lettering were short.
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Flower s are tediou s to draw, and difficult. Study nature-copy
der, how it hold s the part s together and unifie s the whole .

... .:-::;-:,,__ -~-

nature.

Note effect of bor-

.=::-, ,,-:;:. ...

" for bdd\ .n, H,c.t9c'),
l\'Wdtb~ ll'M crc1v1,e~;
Tbcplcugbu,m,

Tbcl,4'1,~; cf l\h,~') '1.t,~ ~"~c:;

rcu1,~;
Et,hi,h,c~l1,ecb4tplcl·
tbctcil
Tillmmct ~veil~i?~.1it,c~
tbe1vcrl~tt'M 1,curi;bc~.
Uf 1vbicb
Theprcu~l1,rct,c;l,.-illcnm,ble,
H,c')cil
Ai,~~ett';cf blcc~ei,rid,c~
illbm~rm, tbcirla.urd;tlcuri;bct . 11,c~t"~cti,;ball tvdt)c,
$l,alll,un,blc
- Tbctribe;cf c4'rl1)
-l1ct~ tbctvcrlbbcr foult rcp.1ir~
Tl)cprl~ccf li,c;c t-obcrci~i,:
Tbc~uiltn,at ;t"h'') ~,er;l·cnz;
W4tr;h1tlll1ttbi; pcn,p"'""V,H)ec4\rc;
.11,,1~
jh,~ ii,ccp,lm·criti,c:;
foti,cl1,4ttbct·cc;d,crfot,,
Tt,c
~lcr~.
ca.dic')l·
bcr
1·1,"t·forttH~
i-~.1iz
it, ~ca.N'Z
11,c~lcrvc,wi,c~
5l).tll\'4\~C,~CC.t\?,a.t)~ p,m;l).
Hci,crtt'.1it;,e'er,ill H,cc.1rH,,
'fbrcu~bci,~lc;;'}e,,cmtict)£-,
Tbe.11tti,..tl·c.1ll;bcr b.1rvc;t;fcttb,
Mfici,;."
J{t,~ iw~; th' cxpcc\'4\t)t

A,,~

I)
lj

I;

......=·=(i

See how simple in drawing the wheat head s are, al so the plow and " wreath s ." Note border
of wheat grain s. Study the old-time text letter s. See the little shadow beneath each grain of
wheat .
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"O .stur

bre-a.st of the- rivc:.rl
tl"\c:.
(? m.i.rvel of ~loom and ~rutt !
Did you fa.I r1jht down frorn heaven,
Out of the ..sweetest place,?
You urc white a..s the. tho\!5ht.s of a.n un.3el,
\o\lr heart i.s steeped in the. .s"Un:
Did yo\l :!l'ow i1"\ the- Golden Ci-iy,
My pur-c:. and r.i.dic:.nt one?"
OI\

"N~,n~,

I fdl not out of heaven;

-None3ave me ~ .saintly whi:te:
It..slowly:'!l'ewfrom the d,.wkne.s.s,
Down in the, dreary ni3h+ ..
From the ooze of the .5ilent river
( WOJ"\ my ~Jory i:\T\d _3Pi:\CC ,
White .souls fall not, 0 n:r pod ,
They ri.se to the. sweetest place."

ZANER,C.OL

':, 01-\.lO

:')
--=----=--tw+tF
·

Note the soft, sketchy, actual-pen-like appearance of lettering, caused by tinting rather than blackSee how the slant of the verses agree with ths slant of the n's and m's.
ing the face of the letters.

a.r~
w&c5\?
tru1~ft5
§bu$ aP._pfo-h¥~~~,strcn1tc 6~ar
t~¢U15\!fo~s
,tt~rt
in~
5P.n:a.~6ou~6,,
&h~ir

.

.
111a.ir.

Grape vines are quite artistic when drawn
Study effect of underscoring in lettering.
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with

care and twisted

with

discrimination.

r-c--'--1..LL-

I

I

-mon,2

11ieslllbblcd corn
e bli1fiequail pipe.s armorn~

crry por1ridl,e drums in hidden pf{)ces,
insects ,§learn
. nd 2liticrin_g
'ft. .~e lfie reedy .slre<1m,
111eirfrfrnyface.s .
,bu~y5piders .spi11

- ~~~-~,
··~~=='/~'.:
.·~~ -> ::,-:.

co._
.Z:...'l"I.NER.

_

ueor_gcArnold. ·•

o.

distance.
Note perspective of shocks of corn, fence, etc. See how detail diminishes with
picture.
he
t
of
center
the
from
recedes
it
as
right
the
toward
lighter
Note how the lettering gets

ZANf

. , ..... Cl°1.,!;; .,0

.f

re and conStudy the frost-like effect of background and windiness of foregro und. The figu
corners.
four
the
Study
nature.
of
trasting background suggest the opposing elements
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0 Wint-er,ruler of t-he inuerf-ed 42ar,
Tn4 scattered hair wit-hsleet- like ashes filled,
Th4 bre.athl!ongealerl upon th4 lips, t-h4 ch.eeks
fnnged wrth a beard made whit-e wit-hat-her snows
Ttian I-hose of age, t-h4 forehead wrapped in clouds,
R leafless brane 11t-fu.1seept-re, and th4 t-nrone
R sliding car, indebt-ed t-ono wheels,
Bur urged b4 st-arms along it-s slipP.er4 wa4,
I loue thee, all unlouel4 as t-hou seem'st-,
Rnd dreade d as t-hou arr! Thou hold'st- the sun
R prisoner in t-he4et-undawning east-,
SHorrening his journe4 bet-ween morn and noon,
Rnd hu rn-1ing him, impi,Jient of his sra4,
Down t-n the ros4 west-; buJ- kindl4 still
l:'.nmpensahng his loss wit-h added hours
OFsocial eonuer5e and inst-ruchue ease,
Rnd garner ing, at- short- nohee, in one group
The famil4 di5persed, Md fixing tl1ought,
11ot les5 di5persed b4 da1.1lighl"and it-s eare5 .
I crown thee king of int-imate. deligl1t-s,
Fireside enjo4 me.nt-s, home.-bom happiness,
Rnd a.II t-he eomforJ-s I-hat-t-he loui14roof
Of undi5turbed retiremenJ-, and t-ne hours
Of lortg uninrerrupred euening k_nqtu.
Wrllra:meawper.

The lettering in this design is very compact and uniform, yet legible.
lines are. Study spacing between word s.

Note how close the

1"·
ll1w
..,,, 11l

)

Ii,.

,,,1,,.
l1,,

1

.,,111!,/Jd

'I.''·

E A.Lu

PFER,

KATHERIN

5CR.

!i[
,,,://Jl
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[ LEE BATES
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Students of design and ornament will find a feast in the two elaborate

cover design above, by 0. E. Hovis.

PLAIN USEFUL LETTERING is the title of a book of 32 pages, 5½x8 inches ,
which contains the essential alphabets that all should learn for label and package marking, blue print, mechanical and architectural drawing purposes, show card lettering, text
lettering for diplomas, etc. The book is especially intended for class use in Junior and
Senior High Schools, Colleges, and other institutions
where lettering is, or should be
taught. All pupils should learn a certain amount of pen lettering.
With the aid of this
book, any pupil can master sufficient lettering for ordinary purposes in a short time. In
fact, with this book he soon can learn to fill diplomas with the broad pen, or to letter
drawings and packages with the common pen. The Old English Alphabet is thoroughly
treated, as well as numerous other alphabets. Price 25c per copy, postpaid. In quantities of six or more, 17c per copy, postpaid.
The publishers of this book, Zaner & Bloser Company, also handle materials for engrossers, penmen and pen artists. Write for prices. We aim to carry the best.
THE ZANER-BLOSER

COMPANY,

Columbus, Ohio
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rrHIS VOLUME
was originally published and copyrighted in 1895
under the title of The Zanerian Alphabets. It
was subsequently copyrighted in 1900, 1904, 1910 and
1918, and republished and en]arged a numbe r of
times, in all about 15,000 books having . been published and sold.
It is now considerably enlarged and greatly improved, and is re-dedicated to the cause of practical and artistic Lettering and Engrossing.
Copyrighted 1924 by The Zaner-Bloser Company ,
Columbus, Ohio.
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